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ABSTRACT 

 

Sports marketing have been growing constantly over the last years and have become a key for the 

success of the football clubs. The methods used have become more sophisticated and an increasing 

number of clubs are realizing the importance of the marketing and specially the promotion strategies. 

The purpose of this study is to have a better understanding on how the communication strategies are 

being used in the European football teams (French, Spanish and German) to attract fans to their 

stadiums. In order to reach this purpose, research question is focused on how the European teams use 

this promotion strategies to attract people to the stadium. Based on this research question, a review of 

relevant literature was conducted, resulting in a frame of references, which was used to guide this 

study's data collection. 

A qualitative, multiple case study approach was used to find the data. The findings indicate that 

although his individual objectives of the tools can be different they can still be used overall to lead to 

the same overall goal. 

 

Keywords: Sports marketing, football, European teams, marketing strategy, advertisement, public 

relation, sponsorship, sales promotion, direct marketing, and personal selling. 
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1) INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

 

Nowadays, there is an increasing drop on the amount of people going to football 

stadiums to experience the games in the closest way. Countries like Spain, France and Italy 

are some of the examples that have suffered it the most. According to Spanish federation 

there's an important drop of spectators in the stadiums, there is a drop of 3.5% in the first 

league and an 8.1% in the second league.                                                                                                                       

In some leagues, however, according to the magazine Goal there is an increase in the 

number of spectators in relation to the capacity of the stadiums, for example, the stadium in 

Munich (Allianz Arena) is always full thanks to its capacity but also its new technologies.  

However, in some leagues like in Spain for instance, it is possible to verify a huge 

difference in the number of people coming to the stadiums depending on to the teams which is 

playing. According to the Spanish football federation when FC Barcelona plays, the 

frequency average is approximately 75% pf the stadium capacity. Meanwhile, when Getafe 

plays the frequency rate goes down to a less than half of the stadium capacity even though the 

number of people supported by the stadium is roughly 17000. 

 

1.2 Problem 

The problem occurs in France also. For example, according to the French newspapers 

Le Figaro in the last game of the French team football at the Stade de France on November 15 

(France / Belgium), only 55,000 of some 80,000 seats had been sold. Despite the operation "a 

place purchased, a free seat" set up by the French Football Federation (FFF).  

Filling stadiums became one of the main criteria for profitability for the teams. Faced with 

these problems, the managers use many marketing strategies to attract people. According to 

Shank, M. (2005) this activity is called sports marketing. For him sports marketing is a 

specific application of marketing principles and processes to sports products and to the 

marketing of non-sports products through association with sports.  
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There are a lot of theories about sports marketing helping clubs to attract people to stadium.  

For example, according to France 3 TV (Fabien Bagnenou, 17/06/2014), there were 3,000 

empty seats during the game Netherlands-Spain. The same thing happened for the England-

Italy match. Another example, for the Switzerland-Ecuador match which 72,000 seats were 

filled; only two-thirds at kickoff. In the second period, 4,000 people were still missing. 

Finally, according to AP, 2,300 seats remained free during the march Ivory Coast-Japan. 

According to So foot, (04/06/2013), the French stadiums are not the most filled with Europe. 

In the season just ended, the fill rate of the latter has even decreased by 3%, totaling 70.6%. A 

fall that follows the trend of recent years.  

 

According to ECOFOOT (June 9, 2013, Anthony Alyce) In view of the fill rate for the 

2012/13 season, a downward trend is emerging. The different speakers League 1 and League 

2 are less satisfied.  

With an occupancy rate of 70.6%, the Ligue 1 knows its second lowest rate important for 10 

years, after the 2010-11 season. Ligue 2 and fared little better with a rate of 35.7%. 

This downward trend is not new and the French professional football fails to reverse the trend. 

Some experts believe that the French are less interested in football. As proof, they provide the 

digits to the decline in the number of licensees to the French Federation of Football. In 2011, 

the number of licensees fell below the symbolic 2 million. This is the first time in ten years 

Is it just a symptom or consequences of the economic crisis? How can were verse the trend? 

Maybe federation of football distributing too many tickets to the sponsors of the competition? 

Is marketing has an impact on this trend? 

Is the communication strategy impact the decrease/ increase the filling stadiums? 

According to Le Monde (Alain Loret, 2010) Football is not just a sport, it is an industry. This 

is a show that players offer spectators. Moreover, football has a duty of economic viability is 

required by partners such as television, sponsors and investors. The industry therefore, has a 

double bind; players must be efficient to ensure a real show(long-term performance)but it 

must also take into account the financial management for business partners require an 

immediate return on investment (short-term performance). 
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It is therefore, interesting to study the communication strategy used by major European clubs 

in order to be economically efficient. This will thus enable smaller clubs to adapt these 

different strategies. 

 

In France for instance, according to Le Figaro (2015), to attract spectators, clubs are mostly 

relying on social networks such as Lorient, who has a very active 6000 to 10,000 fans on its 

Facebook page. In Toulouse, the managers focused on public feminization, providing input to 

the woman couples.  

Sports marketing strategies, according to Shank (2009) uses different communication tools to 

interact with the company´s target audience. For instance, the author Shank (2009, p. 263) 

mentions that "Promotion, however, includes much more than the traditional forms of 

advertising. It involves all forms of communication to consumers". For Blakeman (2009) the 

most common communication tools used in this type of marketing are advertisement, public 

relations, sales promotion, sponsorship, direct marketing and personal selling. There is a lot of 

different ways to use this promotion tools, the traditional way is using telephone, television, 

newspapers magazines (Blackman, 2009). 

It is important to remember that the communication tools can be used, both, online and 

off line. Nowadays internet has become very important in the society; millions of people are 

using it every day (Médiamétrie, 2015) 

According to Global web Index (2014), marketers found in this trend the possibilities to 

advertise using the internet. A lot of people use now social networks such as Facebook, 

Twitter, Instagram and so on so there is a lot of advertisement involved here to reach a big 

target people. According to Facebook in the third quarter of 2014, Facebook brought in $2.96 

billion in advertising revenue, 66 percent of which came from mobile ads. 

 

1.3 Purpose 

The purpose of this study is to analyze the communication strategies used by the 

Europeans football teams –French, Spanish and German- to attract fans to their stadiums. The 

knowledge of our purpose is to explore what the big clubs do to attract people, then, this study 

will can help other clubs. 
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 1.4 Research question 

The research question to be answered is: what is the communication strategy used by 

European teams to attract supporters to the stadium? 

 

1.5 Delimitation 

Communication between the clubs and the supporters is the key to make them come to 

the stadium. So, due to the importance of it, this study analyzed only the communication 

strategy used by the teams to attract supporters. In this way, any other form of marketing 

strategy such as price and place will not be part of this research. Furthermore, things like the 

performance of the teams or the players that the teams have are not taken into account for the 

outcome of this study. 

The result of this study can be helpful for further academic because many stadiums have 

many difficulties to fill their stadium. The problems are diverse and varied, sometimes it can 

be due to lack of stadiums capacity but also because of new technologies which are 

sometimes insufficient. Thus, it can help them to understand how do some club to fill their 

stadiums what marketing’s techniques are used? Because, the Europeans teams have 

difficulties to bring people to the stadium to watch the games. 

The chart number one (annex 1) shows this phenomenon. Indeed it shows us that the average 

attendance in the 20 stages of the league 1 (France) constantly fall from 436 89 to 384 833 

spectators. 

Regarding to the chart number two (annex 2), it also shows that the affluence decrease in 

different countries but not all. Indeed, we can observe that some countries do not have this 

problem such as Germany. 
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2) FRAME OF REFERENCE 

 

This chapter covers the important theories that frame this study. So, the 4 Ps will be 

presented with focus on the communication strategies dedicated to sports marketing 

After the discussion about theory and methodology, information of the three different clubs 

belonging the sample are presented. 

 

2.1 Sport Industry 

According to Alves (2010) in the newspaper Le Monde in its Sport section, the sports 

sector is a growing economic activity that contributes to the welfare and health of citizens. 

This feature gives the industry a strategic importance that begins to be considered by the 

European authorities. 

According to Daniel Dalton (How Europe can learn from sports industry successes-2015), despite 

the economic crisis, "the sports industry has continued to grow since 2008.An all resent report 

by the European Commission amounted to €31 billion sports consummation within the Union. 

In addition, sport has a positive ripple effect on other branches: its impact on construction is 

estimated at3 billion euros in Europe (mainly due to the construction and renovation of sports 

facilities) and an estimated 12 to 15millionthe number of tourism trips mainly related to sport, 

a number which should grow in the coming years. 

To continue, as said Daniel Dalton, MEP (European Conservatives and Reformists from the 

United Kingdom) “sport can change lives, bring communities together and crucially be a 

successful example of how Europe can lead the world in a highly competitive industry”. 

Indeed, according to Daniel Dalton (2015) the sports sector grow rapidly. However, sport is 

one of those very rare and valuable industries in the EU, dynamic, competitive, rapidly 

growing and an area where foreign markets are scrambling to buy our products and indeed 

invest in. 
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Moreover, according to Daniel Dalton (2015) the sector is considered as an important engine 

of growth. Indeed, it represents 2% of the EU's global GDP while total employment generated 

by sports activities is 7.3 million euros, equivalent to 3.5% of EU total employment. The 

Commission itself said that sports in total produces a massive € 294bn contribution to EU 

gross value added. These figures are very good especially as growth is not about to stop. 

According to Daniel Dalton (2015), the sports sector is booming and this contributes to the 

growth of other sectors. Indeed, stadiums and facilities must be maintained each year which 

thus creates jobs. The London Olympic Stadium has regenerated the Stratford district went 

from a poor neighborhood to a place that is experiencing rapid growth. In addition, sports 

tourism is a lucrative industry and growing. Every year between 12 and 15 million people 

travel in order to watch sporting events. To continue, given that Europe has great sports 

teams, this makes it a destination for foreign visitors. Finally, "The growth rate of sports 

tourism alone is expected to be a minimum of 6% a year for the coming year, a huge source of 

growth and new jobs" Said Daniel Dalton. 

According to Daniel Dalton (2015), we can also notice that the sports industry is a source of 

innovation because it is constantly improving. Sport indeed a highly competitive business that 

stimulates innovation and new product designs to be more and more efficient. This means 

working closely with other sectors such as electronics and aerospace industries to produce 

new technologies. The sports industry has grown enormously in 30 years, passing from simple 

wooden racket used by Bjorn Borg to Roger Federer era which now uses a racket comprising 

originally designed for use on an airplane technologies. This dynamic industry therefore also 

contributes to the dynamism of other sectors. 

But socially, according to Daniel Dalton (2015), sport also has positive effects. Indeed, 

children doing sports are less likely to be obese. Moreover, it is scientifically proven that 

people practicing a sport in their working life have a healthier life significantly reducing the 

risk of serious diseases. To continue, sport unites people of different backgrounds promoting 

friendship.  
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Finally according to Daniel Dalton (2015), Daniel Dalton, “I know firsthand from my time 

volunteering with Project Umubano, qui a charity works with Disadvantaged children in rural 

Rwanda how sports people of different faiths units, cultures and Promotes understanding. 

According to Daniel Dalton (2015), sport also has huge cultural success. Do import what part 

of the globe that is to say that even if you travel deep into sub-Saharan Africa, cities across 

Asia, from remote villages in the Amazon, it is likely that you find young and old wear the 

stripes of Real Madrid, Manchester United, Real Madrid, AC Milan ... This effect is powerful 

and Europe when the word is mentioned around the world, the picture is Conjured of fanatical 

spectators supporting their sport heroes. 

 

Finally, health and the economy can be allied to create new jobs and sustainable growth in the 

coming years. Support and protect the public funding in sport is not only important for the 

health and well-being but it is also a good investment in our economy and a way to promote 

our values around the world. Finally, it also means ensuring that we help local communities to 

take full advantage of funding opportunities at national and European level, to promote access 

to uses but also defend the values of sport. 

According to Daniel Dalton (2015), therefore, it is important to continue to invest in this 

booming sector and help local volunteers who are at the heart of sporting success. 

 

2.2 Event marketing 

According to Julie Z. Sneath, R. Zachary Finney, Angeline Grace Close (An IMC approach to 

event marketing: the effects of sponsorship and experience on customer attitudes, 2005), 

nowadays, the number of companies which use sposoring events has increased. However, 

most of them, it is not clear how the effectiveness of event marketing can be measured. This is 

the purpose of their study. 

According to Julie Z. Sneath, R. Zachary Finney, Angeline Grace Close (2005), event 

marketing is very important component in the promotions mix. The events are positive 

because companies can have direct contact with their targt audience. This is very valuable for 

marketing communications programs. “It is estimated that 22 percent of total marketing 
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communications budgets are deidicated to event-related sponsorship activities “MPI 

Foundation, 2004).  

But “event sponsorship is still a new activity for many firms” (Cornwell and Maignan, 1998) 

and companies are not surre about effects of sponsorship activity (Hulks, 1980, McDonald, 

1991). 

 

Survey 

According to Julie Z. Sneath, R. Zachary Finney, Angeline Grace Close (2005), “The 

pusprose of this study is to examine outcomes asscoiated with the sponsorship of a charitable 

sporting event by an automobile manufacturer” 

It was a questionnaire (18 questions), 565 sample were collected (189 female adults, 644 male 

adults) in five of the host cities during the six-day event. It was only tourists and the average 

age of respondents was 42.2 year. 

The event 

According to Julie Z. Sneath, R. Zachary Finney, Angeline Grace Close (2005), the event 

consist of  six day of charitable sporting event. This is a series of festivals in 11 cities. The 

event is very famous, for example , in 2004, it attracted more than 750 000 spectators. But, 

this not just sporting events but also attractions, entertainment, health exposition and so on. 

Celebrity athlets are also here to attract more people. During the event, activites are purposed 

and especially health activities. The primary function for this kind of event is to promote 

health and education. Due to a large number of spectators (the beneficiary believes that the 

value of media exposure for the event in was 20.5 million ($). The sponsor of the event was a 

car manufacturer. In addition, the logo is highlighted throughout the event. The sponsor's 

name is mentioned on TV but also a sound system to explain what happens in the 

competition.  

Spectators can also interact with the manufacturer. Finally, viewers can choose to receive 

promotional offers and manufacturer's updates. 

 

Event marketing-definition 
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According to Julie Z. Sneath, R. Zachary Finney, Angeline Grace Close (2005), the term 

event marketing is used to” describe a variety of activities , including the marketing of events 

and marketing with events” (Cornwell and Maignan, 1998). 

 The main difference between marketing with an event and a lot of communications is 

opportunities for personal interaction which events can offer.  Defined as "the underwriting of 

a special event to support corporate objectives"(Javalgi, Traylor, Gross, and Lampman, 1994, 

p. 48), “including sales, brand awareness, and image enhancement” (Gardner and Shuman, 

1987; Gross, Traylor, and Shuman, 1987),” event marketing is one of the fastest growing 

forms of marketing communication”. An important budget is spend for event marketing, 

indeed, in 2003 

 $152 billion was spent. (Wall Street Journal, 2005).  

 

Research results 

According to Julie Z. Sneath, R. Zachary Finney, Angeline Grace Close (2005), the result 

show that the top of information about events are sport publication articles (29.3%), in the 

second position, there are friends/relatives/word of mouth (27.6%). To continue there are 

newspaper articles (29.3%), website article (21.6%) and finally TV programs (18.5%). 

According to Julie Z. Sneath, R. Zachary Finney, Angeline Grace Close, we can also identify 

other sources like TV advertisement ( 8%), radio program (7.6%), other magazine article and 

magazine advertisement (5.5%), radio advertisement ( 5%),, sponsor promotion (4.5%) and 

other sources (14.9%). 

 

Experience with sponsor’s exhibits 

According to Julie Z. Sneath, R. Zachary Finney, Angeline Grace Close (2005), data wera 

also split with other activities like sporting event and so on, on the basis of experiences and 

the conclusion was the same, we can see that during an event, experience with sponsor’s 

product has a good effect on spectator’s attitude and vehicle prefernce than association with a 

cause for example. 

According to Julie Z. Sneath, R. Zachary Finney, Angeline Grace Close (2005), we can see 

that companies using this practice enhances their image. In this case, consumers would 
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inclined to purchase these vehicles rather than vehicles of competitors. Indeed, nowadays, 

consumers prfer companie which care more about what is happening around them. 

According to Julie Z. Sneath, R. Zachary Finney, Angeline Grace Close (2005), in order to 

better understand the effects of marketing activities events, further study was reread between 

those who had known the promoter of exhibitions and those who had not known.  

According to Julie Z. Sneath, R. Zachary Finney, Angeline Grace Close (2005), we can 

therefore say that those who had known exposure promoter were more likely to consider 

buying vehicles than those who had not experienced. 

 

Limitations  

According to Julie Z. Sneath, R. Zachary Finney, Angeline Grace Close (2005), we can see 

some limitations, for example, this kind of event can be effective for automobile industry but 

not necesary for other firms. To continue, it will be interesting to know if exposure has 

attracted new customers or clients who were already interested. Finally, “it is difficult to 

separate the effects of event-related marketing activities from the effects of other promotions 

to which a consumer may have been exposed prior to the event” (Cornwell and Maignan, 

1998; Pham, 1991). McDonald (1991). 

 

2.3 The marketing mix 

Before discussing, about sports marketing some basic concepts about the marketing 

mix need to be pointed out. 

 As Pedhazur and Schmelkin (1991) have stated:   

“Even for people who speak the same language, words have different meanings, depending 

on, among other things, who speaks, to whom, in what context, at what time, and with what 

purpose . . . . The point is that the different terms reflect different outlooks, values, attitudes, 

and the like.” 

According to McCarthy's (1960) the marketing mix includes product, price, placement 

(distribution) and promotion.  
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According to the same author when it's a consumer-centric marketing mix, it has been 

extended to include three more Ps: people, process and physical evidence, and three Cs: cost, 

consumer and competitor. McCarthy discuss that depending on the industry and the target of 

the marketing plan, marketing managers will take various approaches to each of the four Ps. 

Marketing mix is a powerful concept and is very important for the whole marketing strategy 

in every company. The marketers must embrace and integrate all marketing mix variables. 

They must consider all marketing mix variables to see where adaption to product, price, and 

promotion and so on is needed (Kotler and Keller 2009). 

 

According to Kotler and Armstrong (2012, p. 76-77) "The Marketing Mix is the set of tactical 

marketing tools – Product, Price, Promotion, and Place - that the firm blends to produce the 

response it wants in the target market." Now a small definition of each of the four Ps will be 

provided:  

- Product  - “A product is anything that can be offered to a market for attention, 

acquisition, use, or consumption that might satisfy a want or need; it includes physical 

objects, services, persons, places, organizations, and ideas” (Kotler and Armstrong, 1990, 

page 226).  

Definition of product by Stanton et al. (1992 p. 188) is described as “an umbrella term 

that includes tangible goods, services, places, persons and ideas.” Jobber (1995, p. 246) says, 

“A product is anything which is capable of satisfying customer needs”. “In order to 

distinguish a company’s product from its competition, a brand may be developed through 

developing a distinctive name or logo, color package or design which essentially is a 

marketers’ attempt to influence customer perceptions rather than offer a distinctively new 

product.” 

- Price - Kotler and Armstrong (1990, p. 282) define price as “the amount of money 

charged for a product or service or the sum of the value consumers exchange for the benefits 

of having or using the product or service”. 
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Jobber (1995, p. 326) argues that “no matter how good the product, how creative the 

promotion or how efficient the distribution, unless price covers costs the company will make a 

loss” 

 

- Promotion - The definition of Stanton et al (1992) is “the element in an 

organization's marketing mix that is used to inform, persuade and remind the market 

regarding the organization and/or its products” While according to Phillip Kotler (2012) 

promotion is defines as: “Promotion includes all the activities of the company undertakes to 

communicate and promote its products to the target market.” -  

According to Phillip Kotler (2012), the promotion tools is defines as below:  

 

Advertising 

A personal promotion of a goods or services performs by a notice sponsorship. 

Personal selling 

A personal selling performs by the sales that try and persuade to sell product. 

Sales Promotion 

An activity to support the customer acquiring program whom willing to buy the company’s 

goods or service. 

Public Relation 

An indirectly advertising activity, where the company promotes widely their product or 

service, uses the communication media. 

- Place - The definition of place according to Philip Kotler (2012, p. 76-77) is: “The 

various the company undertakes to make the product accessible and available to target 

consumer.” Many activity held by the company to make their product is easily to obtain and 

available for the targeted customer 

According to Stanton (1992, p. 330) states,  “a distribution channel consists of the set 

of people and firms involved in the flow of the title to a product as it moves from producer to 

ultimate consumer or business user” 
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However authors like Doyle have criticize the marketing mix.  Doyle (2000) claims 

that the marketing mix approach leads to unprofitable decisions because it is not grounded in 

financial objectives such as increasing shareholder value.  

According to Doyle it has never been clear what criteria to use in determining an 

optimum marketing mix. Objectives such as providing solutions for customers at low cost 

have not generated adequate profit margins. 

 

2.5  Communications tools 

The logo: According to Paul Rand (1991) in his article Logos, Flags, and 

Escutcheons:  

"A logo is a flag, a signature, an escutcheon." 

"A logo doesn’t sell (directly), it identifies." 

"A logo is rarely a description of a business." 

"A logo derives its meaning from the quality of the thing it symbolizes, not the other 

way around." 

"A logo is less important than the product it signifies; what it means is more important 

than what it looks like." 

A logo provides viewers with instant recognition of an organization. It directly 

influences the viewers’ impression of that organization’s product or the service it provides 

(Gernsheimer, 2008). 

 

 The slogan Slogans are defined by Cone (2008, xiii) as "a memorable phrase 

expressing an idea, purpose or claim". Slogans differ from body text because they 

appear alone while body text in an ad is like any running text (Fuertes-Olivera et al. 

2001 p.1297). This makes slogans easier to remember. Typically, slogans are placed 

after the company name in head line or at the bottom of an ad (Dowling and Kabanoff 

1996 p.64; Lagerwerf 2002 p.246). The slogan needs to be in a large font and have a 

focal point in the advertisement. If the slogan is hidden in a corner with a small font, it 
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cannot communicate its message to the recipients (Cone 2008 p.128). The length of a 

slogan is most often between three and five words (Dowling and Kabanoff 1996 p.64). 

 

 

 Colors 

Each color have its own meaning: 

Blue: Peace, escape, travel, dream, hygiene 

Yellow: Joy, light, rich, warning, deception 

Orange: Power, earth, fire, wild, joy, warmth 

Red: Love, joy, danger, party, angry, speed, power 

Green: Nature, superstition, evil, fantasy, hope, luck, life, reassuring authorization, Health 

Purple: Extravagance, provocation, malaise, religion, wealth, power 

Black: Fashion, death, chic, sober, power, menace, illegality, simplicity 

White: Purity, simplicity, virginity, peace, equality, innocence, paradise, religion, maternity, 

old age, wisdom, freshness, softness, and worries 

 All these colors meet specific cultural codes more or less conscious. 

 

There is a lot of different communication strategies but not all of them work the same way for 

the different industries or ambits. We will focus on marketing communication strategies for 

the sports, since we think it doesn't have the same importance or work differently in this 

industry and to be more precise and fit better with our main topic. 

 

2.4.1 AIDA 

 

In 1898, the American advertising and sales pioneer, E. St. Elmo Lewis developed a practical 

sales tool using the latest Scientific Management insights. He created as a result AIDA model 

on customer studies in the US life insurance market to explain the mechanisms of personal 

selling. Lewis held that the most successful salespeople followed a hierarchical, four layer 
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process using the four cognitive phases that buyers follow when accepting a new idea or 

purchasing a new product (Lewis, 1898). 

In 1925, Edward K. Strong Jr., in The Psychology of Selling and Advertising, adapted Lewis’ 

model but added the funnel dimension, with the understanding that not all those that enter at 

the awareness stage exit with an action.  

The first hierarchy of effects model was proposed in 1897 (Strong, 1925) and included 

initially 3 steps that a sales person should lead his client: to gain attention, maintain the 

interest and create desire. Latter he added a new step in the process – action. This first model 

was later called as AIDA standing for Attention Interest Desire Action and was developed 

from its initial form by Strong (1925). 

Since the focus of the thesis is on the Sports  the application of AIDA for internal sports 

marketing is provide another perspective of the AIDA theory and is divided in each in 

Attention, Interest, Desire and Action: 

- Attention: The aim is to wake up the attention of the personnel to the values that they 

pretend to sell as a club. 

- Interest: Provoke the interest of the personnel in this values, demonstrating its efficiency in 

accordance to the collective and personal objectives.  

-Desire: Wake up the desire to those values, demonstrating the success of the objectives of the 

supporters is the only way for the personnel to achieve their personal objectives in the club 

and at the same time it makes the club achieve its own goals. 

- Action: Provoke the decision to act in function of the objectives of the fans that are in the 

end the goals of the club. The personnel is the main customer of the club. If every person of 

the entity don't buy the tickets and/or services of the club, it would be difficult to be prepared 

and, very unlikely, motivated to be able to sell them to the final customers (the supporters). 

According to Lamb et. al. (2012), promotion involves the strategies of advertising, personal 

selling, sales promotion and public relations. According to Kotler and Keller (2008) the 

marketing communications mix is presented as mix of eight major modes or types of 

communication alternatives that are Advertising, Sales promotion, Events and experiences, 

Public relations and publicity, direct marketing, Interactive marketing, Word-of-mouth 

marketing, and Personal selling. Since the most common are advertising, personal selling, 
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sales promotion, sponsorship, direct marketing and public relations the study is going to be 

focus on this strategies. 

 

 

 

2.6 Advertisement 

 

The first communication strategy that most people think of is probably the 

advertisement and that's because of its mayor importance on sports, there are a lot more of 

different strategies though. 

Advertising plays an important role in the context and the projects of consumption. According 

to (McCracken 1986) advertising is one of the ways in which we get into goods. It is the 

conduit through which meanings are constantly transferred from the culturally constituted 

world to the consumer good.  

According to Kennedy (1904), an advertisement is "salesmanship in print." Ads are according 

to Lotman and Uspensky (1978, p. 213) a "die-casting mechanism." Lotman and Uspensky 

devised this term for language and its "transformation of the "open" world of realize into a 

"closed" world of names" (1978, p. 213). But it applies equally well to advertising, especially 

when our culture is constantly opening up the world of sensation and signification to new 

elements and configurations.  

 

However, there is a lot of different authors defining what advertising is, according to Philip 

Kotler & Gary Armstrong in “Principles of Marketing” (1980) Advertising represents any 

paid form of non-personal presentation and promotion of ideas, goods, or services by an 

identified sponsor. For the authors, marketing management must make four important 

decisions when developing an advertising program: 

 Setting advertising objectives 

 Setting the advertising budget 
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 Developing advertising strategy (message decisions and media decisions) 

 Evaluating advertising campaigns. 

 

According to Kitchen (1994) advertising are aiming to progress customers through the 

cognitive, affective and behavioral stages before they buy the products.  

Advertising professionals still tries to find the ultimate model that can be applicable on the 

real market and its customers. Right now the models and theories are hard to apply into real 

life (Jobber, 2004). 

According to De Moragas (1994), “Deporte y Medios de Comunicación” the importance and 

deepness of the relationships between the communication and the sport has been qualified in 

several sociological studies such as "wedding of interests". In this paper it is used the 

expression synergies to express this relationship and cooperation in a more technological or 

industrial way. 

De Moragas (1994) explain that the relation between communication and sports nowadays is 

so important and complex that its study allow us to discover the conditions in which culture 

industry and communication are developed.  

Nowadays there is an important presence of sports in every mean of communication such us 

specialized newspapers, websites, sports TV channels, radio programs and channels and also 

the importance of sports in the strategies of advertisement and promotion (even if the products 

of the advertisements are not related to sports, there is often presence of sports players, for 

example Roger Federer for Rolex or Xabi Alonso for EmidioTucci) 

Nowadays, according to Karlsson (2007) sports have become a normal habit for a lot of 

people to just relax after work with friends or family or even alone but it's becoming a routine 

to just escape from the job or other serious matters to just have a moment of excitement.  

Also sports make people have  lot of different feelings but when the feeling is really good 

because of a victory it also makes people want to celebrate and this is how important is sport 

today. The importance of sports is possible in a big proportion thanks to the promotion made 

by advertisement, we are all the day in contact with sports, a lot of people practice sports and 

there is always news about sports and very accessible for everyone. 
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As stated in the sports industry section according to Alves (2010) in the newspaper Le Monde 

in its Sport section, the sports sector is a growing economic activity that contributes to the 

welfare and health of citizens. This feature gives the industry a strategic importance that 

begins to be considered by the European authorities. Sport advertisements approach the 

customers to this lifestyle and motivates them to take it. 

Sports advertisement have a big impact on the society, a lot of different authors make a point 

on this impact. Below there is some examples: 

-  "The second era has changed the landscape of both television and sports. The leagues and 

teams are bringing in millions of dollars from television contracts. The television networks 

pay for these contracts with the money they receive from advertisers paying for airtime on 

their telecasts of these sporting events. The effects that this money has caused since the 

beginning of the second era to know are insurmountable" (Chandler, 1988). 

- "The profitability of sports on television has caused leagues to expand to cities with large 

media outlets as well as to expand the length of their seasons. From this athletes have been 

put on a pedestal. They command large salaries and put a much larger strain on their bodies to 

perform than the players in the past" (Klatell & Marcus 1988). 

-  "Television executives will point out that without the money from television, many events 

would not exist. To accommodate for television, sports have had to adjust schedules, the pace 

of games, and the locations.  

-"The big ratings for sports come from the big events, such as the Super Bowl, World Series, 

and the Olympics (Chandler, 1988). Five of the top ten all-time top rated programs in 

America are sporting events. Four of those are super bowls including "Super Bowl XVI," 

played in 1982 between The San Francisco 49ers and the Cincinnati Bengals, the highest rated 

sporting event. It pulled in a 49.1 rating, seen by nearly half of the television sets in America 

and it is fourth overall" (Brown & Morrison, 2000) 

 

2.6 Public relations 
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The definitions of public relations (PR) are elusive because the PR concept covers 

such a broad spectrum of activities (McDonough & Egolf, 2003). According to Larsson 

(2002) the concept of the public is clearly the fundamental in public relations. Kotler (2002) 

define public relations as building good relations with the company’s various publics by 

obtaining favorable publicity and building up a corporate image by for example heading off 

rumors. Belch and Belch (2004) define PR as the management function which evaluates 

public attitudes, identifies the policies and procedures of an organization with public interest, 

and executes a program of action and communication to earn public understanding and 

acceptance. 

McDonough and Egolf (2003) argue that PR has the purpose to promote awareness of the 

client’s product or services, stimulate sales, facilitate communication, and build relationships 

between customers and companies and their brands. Pickton and Broderick (2001) stress that 

the inherence in all definitions is, PR, like marketing is a range of activities which have to be 

planned managed and most important embrace the activities around a product or an 

individual.  

According to Larsson (2002) the core of PR today involves mutual understanding and long-

term relationship building. Smyth (2005) summarizes PR and states that, good PR is the 

disposition of a customer to return to a source of satisfaction.  

Public relations is experiencing arguably its most dramatic paradigm shift to date. Mainstream 

Internet acceptance has ushered in Marshall McLuhan’s (1965) vision of a global village and 

with it unprecedented expectations of public relations practitioners to service a new, 

worldwide audience (Fitzgerald & Spagnolia, 1999). 

Belch and Belch (2004) stress that public relations is perceived as more credible than 

advertising since the public does not realize that the company either directly or indirectly paid 

for the PR.  

The credibility builder comes according to Duncan (2002) from the “third-party 

endorsement”, an objective perspective of the product or brand presented by a reliable source, 

which has a non-personal interest in the failure or success of the product or brand. Duncan 

(2002) states therefore that public relations has more credibility than advertising, but less 

control over the media. 
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2.7 Sponsorship 

 

Sponsorship is a business relationship, according to Jobber (2004), between two 

parties who are the sponsor and its stakeholders and the sponsored and its stakeholders 

(Olkkonen, 1999). The sponsor give financial support (Dolphin, 2003) resources or services 

(Jobber, 2004) to a leisure or sporting activity (Dolphin, 2003), or an individual or company 

which offers in return some rights and association that may be used for commercial 

advantages (Jobber, 2004). 

 

 

According to Verity (2002) sponsorship has, during the last 20 years, had a steadily growing 

proportion of companies' marketing budgets. Sponsorship is so important in the sports that the 

researchers even found that they would not survive without financial support from business 

and industries (Jiffer and Roos, 1999). Cheng and Stotlar (1999) go so far as to compare a 

sponsorship relationship to that of a marriage. The researchers contend that both require long-

term commitments to assist each other in reaching mutual fulfillment. 

Sponsorship helps the clubs get a huge part of their budget and thus help to have enough 

money to invest in stadium facilities, players and other things that can make the people come 

to the stadium and that's why it is described in this thesis. 

Gwinner and Eaton (1999) tested the degree to which a sporting event’s image was 

transferred to a brand through an event sponsorship. Results indicated that those exposed to 

the sporting event were more likely to report similarity on brand-event personality factors 

than those in the control group who were not exposed to the event, thus sponsoring an event 

has value in itself as well as of itself through the function of image transfer. 

Once the sponsorship value is proved more and more companies are adding sponsorship to the 

marketing mix alongside traditional advertising, public relations, sales promotion and 

personal selling (Meenaghan 1994). 

According to Shank (1999) the return of sports sponsorship may be measured, where the 

explanation is based on defining the objectives, establishing a pre-sponsorship benchmark 
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against which to measure, as well as maintaining consistent levels of promotion and 

advertising so it is possible to differentiate the effect of sponsorship.  

Moreover, Busby and Digby (2002) explain that in order to make a successful evaluation and 

measurement of a sponsorship activity, it is important to have set up clear goals, and know 

what the sponsor wants from the sponsorship, as well as to have tightly-defined objectives and 

measurable goals. 

According to Polonsky and Speed (2001) due to the lack of direct measure of outcomes, firms 

evaluating a sponsorship program often rely on using observable factors thought to influence 

outcomes. 

However, when measuring sponsorship effects it is difficult to differentiate between the 

effects of sponsorship and the effects of other communication tools, especially when 

sponsorship is used simultaneously with other promotion and advertising activities 

(Olkkonen, 1999). 

 

2.8 Sales promotion 

 

First of all we should define what sales promotion is. For that purpose we use the 

definition according to Srinivasan and Anderson (1998) sales promotion is an action-focused 

marketing event whose purpose is to have a direct impact on the behavior of the firm's 

customers.  

The American Marketing Association (AMA) defines sales promotion as "media and non-

media marketing pressure applied for a predetermined, limited period of time in order to 

stimulate trial, increase consumer demand, or improve product availability." 

Promotions are more than a price reduction. It is time for manufacturers to pay various types 

of promotional support activities, beyond price promotion, to maintain market share and be 

profitable (Park H. 2004). 

Sales promotion is a powerful tool to stimulate consumer action but marketers should be 

careful to not overuse it. 
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 If marketers use it too much discounting and incentives it can result in the customers begin to 

be reluctant to pay the full price for the products and therefore reduce the value of the product 

and the reputation of the brand. Sales promotion is a very good tool to gather customers in the 

short term, to catch their attention but marketers should understand that it can't be used in the 

long run for the reason explained just before. 

Mulhern and Padgett (1995) found that the majority of shoppers in their study who identified 

promotions as a reason for visiting the store also spent more on regular priced goods than on 

promoted goods. Sanjay and Hoch (1996) finally concluded that the promotions in general 

were effective in increasing sales and profitability but that for a given discount level, coupons 

generated greater increment in sales and produced also higher profits for the retailer than 

bonus buys (Sivarkumar and Raj, 1997). 

Since we are focusing on sports marketing we should make now a better approach on this 

matter. According to Wakefield (2007) first we would like to differentiate some fans from 

others, meaning that not all fans are the same, there is the fans that have feelings of social 

acceptance as well as feeling attracted to the team itself, their success and similarities with 

their personalities and that feel that the team is part of themselves.  

According to the same author on the other side there is fans that are called variety seekers that 

unlikely to be highly identified with the team, instead this fans just attend a game simply for a 

change of pace.  

According to Wakefield (2007) on the first ones we can say that the strategy of sales 

promotion may not have such a big effect on them since they are willing to pay the real price 

and help the team with their support and also let's say economical support even if it’s in a 

small proportion of the budget of the team, they feel like they are also helping there.  

According to Wakefield (2007), however, on the variety seekers, this weakly identified fans 

may have come to the game just because of sales promotion that leads them to have a bit of 

excitement and experience something different than the normal activities of the day. For this 

fans they may come to the stadium this one times that there is a sales promotion and not come 

again for the rest of the season. The key of a successful sales promotion on this variety 

seekers is to make them find an amazing show and make them feel the excitement that they 

were looking for. This way they may do a little effect and convert them into more loyal and 

identified fans. 
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According to Johnson and Summers (2005) in sports marketing, marketers should evaluate 

what the objective and effect of sales promotions are on fans. According to the same author 

some infrequent spectators might attend due to the promotion and change than in the way that 

the event is enjoyable enough to return more frequently, it may have a side effect and it may 

send the signal to spectators that the event is not valuable enough to attend with the normal 

price.  

 

It can also make the usual fans a little angry since they support the team in any case and pay 

for the whole season when other people just go when sales promotion reducing the total cost 

even when this less usual supporters don't feel the same love for the team.  It's a very delicate 

decision that marketers should evaluate and execute only if necessary and in a successful way. 

However, there is a lot of examples about this kind of strategies in football. In Spain and 

France that are the places that are being analyzed it's really common to make some special 

prices when different situations arise.  

In Spain for example, when small teams are in problems in the classification and they have 

the threat of relegating at the end of the season, clubs choose to use this strategies to bring 

more supporters and make the ambience better and make the players more motivated to win. 

Most part of the times when they do this promotions not everyone can take them, instead, 

there should be one partner of the club that pay for other people who is not. 

This technique works really good in this times, for example, Club Atletico Osasuna last year 

average of assistance to the stadium in the first half of the season was 13.616/19.800 a 68, 8% 

of the total capacity but in the last match for example with the sales promotion was 

19398/19800 that is a 97, 97% of the capacity of the stadium.  

Another way of sales promotion is the special prices they have for children or retire people 

that is much less than the regular price for the rest. Sometimes is even free for children if they 

play for a club that has a special agreement with the principal one. 

There also exists other kind of sales promotion. Usually when the season is finished the 

official t-shirts and the rest of the merchandising is sold with important discounts to finish the 

last products of the year before putting the new ones of the next season 
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2.9 Direct marketing 

A definition of direct marketing is "Direct Marketing is Marketing through various 

advertising media that interact directly with consumers, generally calling for the consumer to 

make a direct response" (Kotler et al., 2008). 

 

 

As there are numerous definitions out there, only a few will be discussed here. Kotler et al. 

(2004, p. 480) define direct marketing from communicative perspective: “Direct 

communications with carefully targeted individual consumers to obtain an immediate 

response and cultivate long-lasting customer relationships” 

Orme (1999, p. 3) includes the relation between direct marketing, database marketing and 

customer-relationship management and also differentiates direct marketing from database 

marketing: “The new direct marketing is an information-driven marketing process, made 

possible by database technology, that enables marketers to develop, test, measure, and 

appropriately modify customized marketing programs and strategies” 

Scovotti et al. (2006, p. 199) define direct marketing as: “Direct marketing is a data driven 

interactive process of directly communicating with targeted customers or prospects using any 

medium to obtain a measurable response or transaction via one or multiple channels.” 

The DMA in the US formally defines direct marketing as follows: "Direct marketing is an 

interactive system of marketing that uses one or more advertising media to effect a 

measurable response and/or transaction at any location." (DMA, 1982, p.23) 

A shift from the product or service-focused marketing to customer and market segment-

focused marketing has meant that customer databases have started to replace the traditional 

product-based database (Shaw, 1991). 

According to Andersson, Cederbrink and Lövsund (2009) "previously, direct marketing was 

something that referred to what direct marketing and direct mail companies did with name 

and address files. But as modern information technology made information easier to gather, 

these files have been expanded to massive databases with marketing information. Today 

companies have stored tons of information about their current customers and their potential 

customers in their CRM systems. This data is used in order to target the customer directly and 
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establish and maintain a relationship while offering products or services. Large databases with 

customer- and market data is used in order to store this information." 

The data consists of different information about the customer such as demographic 

information, personal characteristics, profession, age and purchase history. The customer is 

usually contacted directly to be offered a new product or service, this type of marketing is 

called direct marketing.  

There are a growing number of financial services companies such as banks and insurance 

companies that have adopted direct marketing as their main marketing strategy (Potharst, 

Kaymark&Piljs, 2002). 

According to Mai (1997) "Direct marketing is a collective term involving all kinds of direct 

marketing techniques and media. It is essential for marketers to choose the most suitable form 

of medium or media in order to reach their customers and market their products effectively." 

According to Mai (1997) there exist several types of direct marketing that are: Direct Mail, 

Direct Response Advertising, Mail Order-Catalogue Sale, Door to Door, Tele-Marketing and 

Vendor Machine-Vendor Ordering Computers. 

 

2.10 Personal selling 

 

Personal selling is usually defined as the seller’s oral face-to-face communication with one or 

more potential customers with the intention of closing a deal (Persson, 1995). Although 

selling embraces both personal and impersonal communication, personal selling is just about 

the face-to-face personal communication, making it one of the promotional tools in a firm’s 

marketing mix (Donaldsson, 1998). According to Still et al. (1988), salesmanship is one 

aspect of and one of the skills used in personal selling. Persson (1999) argues that 

salesmanship can be defined as the art of successfully persuading customers or prospects to 

buy products from which they can derive suitable benefits. Thus, personal selling is a 

communication tool while salesmanship is a skill largely used to implement the personal 4 

selling effort (Still et al., 1988). Based on this understanding, salesmanship is a part of 

personal selling, which in turn is included in the broader concept selling. 
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Personal selling can also be defined as a process of developing relationships; discovering 

needs; matching the appropriate products with these needs; and communicating benefits 

through informing, reminding, or persuading (Manning and Reece 2007 p.5). Kotler et al., 

(2005) underline that personal selling is an important part of the promotion mix, since it can 

help to gather information from customers and their problems and thereby adjusting the 

marketing offer and terms of sale increases the chance to purchase. 

 

Kotler et al. (2005) have identified seven steps in the selling process.  

 

The steps are prospecting and qualifying, where the salesperson identifies and qualifies 

prospective customers; pre-approach, which includes learning about the customer before 

making the approach; the actual approach, where the salesperson encounters the customer the 

first time; presentation and demonstration, where the salesperson introduces the product and 

how it will give value for the customer; handling objections, in which the salesperson seeks 

out, clarifies and overcomes possible objections to purchase; closing, where the salesperson 

asks for an order; and follow-up, where the salesperson confirms customer satisfaction and 

possible repeat purchase. 

Pickton and Broderick (2005) have clarified the selling process by stating that “agreement is 

reached through a process of bargaining – an exchange of detailed information on the issues at 

stake which also incorporates the parties’ beliefs and expectations. The techniques often 

combine both argument and persuasion.” (Pickton and Broderick 2005 p.699) 
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2) METHODOLOGY 

 

 

According to Pierre Bréchon (2011), in many fields, having method is increasingly 

necessary. There are two types of methodology: quantitative and qualitative. Both are tools of 

social science, to test hypotheses. The goal is always to find explanations for behavior and 

thoughts.  

 

 3.1 Methodology 

3.1.1 Quantitative research 

Allaga and Gunderson (2000) describes what mean by quantitative research: 

Quantitative research is “Explaining phenomena by collecting numerical data that are 

analyzed using mathematically based methods (in particular statistics)” (Page 2) 

Quantitative research is mainly used to collect data in order to explain a phenomenon or 

particular behaviors. 

Cohen (1980) mentions that “quantitative research is defined as social research that employs 

empirical methods and empirical statements.” (Page 2), empirical statements are often 
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expressed in numerical terms. It is also necessary to take into account another factor, indeed, 

in quantitative research empirical evaluation are applied. Empirical evaluations are defined 

“as a form that seeks to determine the degree to which a specific program or policy 

empirically fulfills or does not fulfill a particular standard or norm” (Page 2) 

Moreover, Creswell (1994) has given a definition of quantitative research as “a type of 

research that is explaining phenomena by collecting numerical data that are analyzed using 

mathematically based methods (in particular statistics)”. (Page 2) 

The quantitative methods consist in the systematic empirical studies which involve 

quantifying through the assistance of mathematics and statistics (Bryman and Bell, 2007). 

 

 

To collect information, it is necessary to used two types of data: 

Primary data 

According to Bryman and Bell (2007), primary data is information that the researcher 

gathers on his own. Moreover there are 3 kinds of resources to get the primary data: the 

questionnaire, interview and tests. 

. 

Secondary data 

“The secondary data, already collected and studied from other researchers, includes 

different sources of literature like books, journals, industry reports and statistics different 

surveys…” (Saunders, 2009) 

According to Blaxter (2006); first, it is necessary to analyze the secondary data before 

collecting primary data because it is necessary to analyze what has been done before to bring 

something new and achieve the objectives. 

According to Alan Bryman (2008), secondary analysis has already been collected for various 

reasons and are exploited if they correspond to the marketing problem to deal with. This is 

information that has not been collected for a specific study needs to a company, which are 

available free or against payment, and we will seek to exploit.  
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According to Alan Bryman (2008), there are also many advantages to using secondary data. 

Indeed, it is a time saver and money, it is also easy to check and it is a high quality data. 

 

3.1.2 Qualitative research 

“Qualitative research methods focus on discovering and understanding the 

experiences, perspectives, and thoughts of participants; that is, qualitative research explores 

meaning, purpose, or reality” (Hiatt, 1986) 

According to Denzin and Lincoln (2005), qualitative research consists in a set of 

interpretation, practical materials to render the visible world. 

This means that the qualitative survey studied subjects in their natural environment and try to 

give meaning and interpretation of a phenomenon. 

 

.According to Lincoln and Guba (1985), they are a lot of truth in an investigation. 

“Qualitative research is usually described as allowing a detailed exploration of a topic of 

interest in which information is collected by a researcher through case studies, ethnographic, 

works, interviews and so on. But qualitative research is inductive because there searcher must 

develop theories and hypotheses, explanations and conceptualizations. It is important to 

emphasize that the use of qualitative method is relatively new (Danzin, 2006). Creswell 

(2003) states five strategies in qualitative research: narratives, phenomenon studies, grounded 

theory studies, ethnographies, and case studies. He also described six phases: philosophical or 

theoretical perspectives, introduction to a study, which includes the purpose and research 

questions, data collection, data analysis, report writing and standards of quality and 

verification. 

According to Taylor and Bogdan (1984), “it is research that produces and analysis of 

descriptive data such as written words or say observatory and behavior of people” 

According to Bryman and Bell (2007), qualitative methods often refer to case studies where 

the collection of information can be received from a few studying objects. Moreover, 

qualitative methods emphasize or understanding, interpretation, observations in natural 

settings and closeness to data with a sort of insider view (Ghauri, 1995). 
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According to Emily E Namey (2015), usually the purpose of qualitative methods is to 

understand the experiences, behaviors, attitudes on a given population. The benefit of this 

research is that it provides complex information on behaviors, humans, their values, their 

beliefs can sometimes be contradictory. Finally, qualitative methods are also effective in 

identifying the intangible factors such as social norms, socioeconomic status, gender roles, 

ethnicity and religion, whose role in research 

We chose to perform a qualitative study because we want to compare the marketing strategy 

of three clubs. Indeed, these clubs have a good marketing strategy because unlike some clubs, 

they manage to fill their stadiums. So we want to study this case to serve smaller clubs so they 

are inspired by these marketing strategies moreover, according to Bryman and Bell (2007), 

qualitative research is an appropriate approach for research in business and management 

administration. 

 

 

3.2 Type of research 

It exist three type of research: 

 

-Exploratory 

Exploratory research is an important part of marketing or business strategy. 

“Exploratory research tends to tackle new problems on which little or no previous research 

has been done” (Brown, 2006, p.43). This is when a researcher has an idea or has observed 

something, seeks to have more knowledge about it and also understand it. Exploratory 

research is wide and rarely provides specific answers. The aim of exploratory research is to 

identify the key issues and variables. Moreover, it is very important to clearly define the 

objectives. The exploratory research is used to understand something deeper. Most often, 

exploratory research lays the initial groundwork for future research. 

-Descriptive 

According to Harvard University, research methods (2015), and the hand book of 

research for educational and technology, what is descriptive research (2001). Descriptive 
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research seeks to provide a precise description of observations and phenomena. This is when 

someone try to describe something or what happening in detail.  The goal is to accurately 

describe the information based on population and determined in time. It is also to collect as 

much information as possible to really understand the phenomenon. 

-Explanatory  

Explanatory is the third step. The phenomenon is now explain in details. Zikmund 

(1984) suggests that the degree of uncertainty about the research problem determines the 

research methodology. The term explanatory research implies that the research in question is 

intended to explain, rather than simply to describe, the phenomena studied.  

The key questions to ask are: 

-Why does the phenomenon? 

-Why the phenomenon he has or he has so?  

We decided to uses exploratory. After initially look for information in order to understand the 

marketing strategy of different clubs.  

Then we will have to explore the content of web sites and used marketing strategy in order to 

see which strategy is the best one to attract people in the stadium. 

 

3.3 Convenience and judgment method 

According to Parasuraman et al. (2004), judgement sampling is quite similar to 

convenience sampling, the difference is that convenience sampling is more refined. In 

convenience sampling, a researcher exerts no effort to obtain a representative sample. 

Judgement sampling is a procedure in which a researcher exerts some efforts in selecting a 

sample that he thinks is most convenient for a research and therefore is more representative of 

the ideal population than a convenience sample. 

Convenience 

According to the University of Kentucky, (2015) and Ramanuj Majumdar (2007), 

sampling is used in exploratory research when the person want an approximation of the truth. 
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This method is actually not expensive but it is not completely right. For this method, the 

sample is used because it is easier for the researcher. This method is often used during the 

beginning of the method. 

In order to perform the empirical study we (Alexandra Pichou and Daniel Year) will first 

chose three different teams of three different countries, Spain, France and Germany. The 

teams used for this analysis are going to be decided by convenience they will represent 

successful teams on each country so that we can analyze what marketing strategies they use 

for being so successful.  

For gathering the data the websites used are going to be only the official websites of each 

team, in case, there is another source it will be specified and it must be related to the official 

ones. 

In the case of Spain we decided that F.C.Barcelona because they are very successful, they 

achieved a lot of different titles in the last years and they usually have a big audience in the 

stadium. 

As a representative of Germany we decided to choose Borussia Dortmund since they are also 

successful, they won two consecutive Bundesliga on the seasons 2011-2012 and 2012-2013 

with a much smaller budget than their closest competitor Bayern München.  

The team chosen for France is the PSG (Paris Saint Germain) because it's the most successful 

team right now in France, they won the last league and they are also the best French team in 

Champions league. 

Judgment 

According to the University of Kentucky (2015) and Ramanuj Majumdar, marketing 

research, (2007), sampling is a common non probability method. The researcher selects the 

sample based on judgment. This is usually an extension of convenience sampling. When this 

method is used, the person have to be sure that it is really representative of the entire 

population.  

We (Alexandra Pichou and Daniel Year) will use convenience and judgment methods. Indeed, 

we will first use the convenience since we choose to study marketing of three big clubs. Then 

we'll watch carefully that sets up the various clubs as a marketing strategy to attract the 

public. 
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Qualitative research methods most used are the case study-multiple case study, the focus 

group and the guideline:  

Focus group 

According to Ramanuj Majumdar, marketing research, (2007), a focus group is a kind 

or interview. This is composed of some persons concerned by the same subject.  The goal is to 

find information so it is necessary to ask question about their opinion, attitudes, experiences, 

studies about one subject. Moreover this method is really fast. The interest of focus group is 

to analyze and find solutions. 

Case study 

According to Leonard-Barton (1990), “this approach is particularly useful for 

responding to how and why question about a contemporary set of events.   

However, researchers have argued that certain kinds of information can be difficult or even 

impossible to tackle by means other than qualitative approaches such as the case study (Sykes, 

1990). 

We (Alexandra Pichou and Daniel Yera) decide to use a multiple case study because we will 

study these three clubs. Thus, it is really interesting for us because we can explore each team 

and see which marketing strategy has the most impact to attract people.  We also decided to 

make a guideline because it is easier to follow our work. 

Marketing’s strategies used 

 

Guideline for Sports Marketing Strategies Test 

1. Advertisement Newspaper 

Magazine 

Radio 

Television 

Directories 

Outdoor and Transit 

Direct mail, Catalogs and Leaflets 

Online 
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2. Public Relation Media Relations 

Media Tours 

Special Events 

Sponsorships 

  3. Sponsorship  

4. Sales Promotion Price Deals 

Contests/Sweepstakes 

Premiums 

Continuity Programs 

Sampling 
5. Direct marketing Direct Mail 

Direct Advertising 

Telemarketing 

Direct Selling 

Email Marketing 

Couponing 

Broadcast 

6. Personal selling Order Taking 

Order Getting 

 

4. Empirical study 

 

4.1 Paris Saint-Germain 

 

According to the official website of Paris Saint-Germain, Paris Saint- Germain is a 

French football club based in Paris, from the merger in 1970 of the Stade Saint-Germain, 

founded in 1904, and Paris FC founded in 1969. The club plays at the Parc des Princes since 

July 1974 and trains at Ooredoo training Centre in Saint -Germain-en-Laye. 

  

Since 1974 the club is in the first division and Paris SG is since 2007 the French club which is 

the longest evolving continuously in first division: the 2013-2014 season is the 40th 
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consecutive season in the top league. The club won three league titles in France in 1986, 1994 

and 2013, eight of France Cups, four League Cups and a European Cup Winners Cup in 1996. 

Despite his young life, his European performances earned him appear in the third row French 

(and 49th in Europe) ranking of football clubs in the twentieth century by the IFFHS. 

  

In 2011 and 2012, the Qatar Investment Authority, the sovereign wealth of the Emirate of 

Qatar funds, bought the club, bringing him considerable financial resources and made one of 

the sections of the new omnisports club Paris Saint- Germain. Nasser Al-Khelaïfi became 

president of the supervisory board. 

 

4.1.1 Communications tools 

 

 Logo 

 

According to the official website of Paris Saint-Germain, the first objective of this new 

logo is to put the name of Paris at the top and center of this new logo so the first striking 

element is to thrust the name of Paris to the fore. 

  

Then the Eiffel Tower, that’s the universally recognized symbol of Paris, is rebalance in the 

center of the logo in order to remain the historic elements of Paris Saint-Germain. 

  

The word Saint-Germain will underline the logo, it’s the symbol of the club history, the 

merger of a club from Paris and a club from Saint-Germain. So for the Paris Saint-Germain, it 

was important to preserve this history and find a natural place for Saint-Germain in this new 

emblem. 

 

Finally, there’s the Heraldic lily, the symbol of Saint-Germain and it features a golden color 

that highlights the elegance and nobility of Paris, the evolution of the logo reflects the club’s 

firm ambition to establish Paris Saint-Germain a club of reference in Europe and a global 

sporting brand. 

 

 Slogan 
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“Rêvons plus grand”, it means dream bigger. 

 

According to the official website, the slogan reflects the new dimension taken by PSG, 

current championship leader. 

Javier Pastore, Salvatore Sirigu but also Alex or Maxwell: all the protagonists of the PSG 

2012 version are highlighted in the campaign initiated by the club. 

 

 

 Color 

 

According to the official website, the main colors of Paris Saint-Germain are red, white 

and blue, the color of French’s flag. But these colors have a meaning: 

 

-Blue color represent dream and escape because the PSG wants to dream his audience by 

reaching victory. 

-Red color represent speed and power because with these two elements, PSG is the league 

leader. 

-White color represent peace because for since the Qataris have bought PSG, the club wants 

to improve its image by showing a positive image of the club by making a friendly place with 

loyal fans. 

 

 

4.1.2 Advertisement 

 

Television 

According to the official website, the club is also present on television about various 

channels sport. They also publish the promotional videos made by the team which try to 

influence the supporters to adopt a more active attitude towards the team waking up their 

emotions with images of the team like in their promotional video for quarter finals of the 

champion’s league of 2013 link below. 

 

Magazines and Newspapers 
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Also the club is present in various magazines and newspapers such Aujourd'hui, the 

team and once again his own newspaper: 100% PSG. 

Radio 

PSG is also present on various national radio stations like RMC, Radio France, and 

France bleue but also has his own radio PSG radio.  

 

Apps 

According to the official website, PSG has an official app available on the play store 

and on iTunes. It is described as: 

"Discover the new range of Official Paris Saint-Germain mobile phone applications and stay 

in touch with the very latest from the capital club." 

"Breaking news as it happens (sporting updates, club news, news flashes)." 

"PSG squad, fixtures, results and standings" 

"Live match text commentary and full match reports." 

"Exclusive photos and videos from inside the Rouge et Bleu world." 

"Guided visits in the club life section." 

"Your geolocation as well as that of the PSG team!" 

"Communicate with your friends on Facebook and Twitter!" 

 

Social Media 

 

According to the official website, the Paris Saint Germain communicates through 

social networks such as Instagram, Facebook, (+19000000) twitter (+2200000), YouTube and 

Google +. 
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Le Paris-Saint-Germain communicate on different way. First at all, the social networks with 

Instagram, Facebook (+19000000), twitter (+2200000) and You Tube, Google +. PSG has a 

strong presence on those who. PSG have a real desire to expand internationally through the 

use of several languages. We can also see it on their website. In addition, PSG sometimes post 

messages in English and even Arabic! The club therefore has a coherent digital strategy with 

their off-line communication. 

 A young club, which seeks to convey a friendly and professional image, PSG. Moreover, is 

also possible to receive e newsletter free registration and receive news of the club but the site 

also has a dedicated space where fans can take pictures to show their support for the club. 

Paris Saint-Germain unveiled on 5 May its digital platform Magic Sound, developed in 

association with Spotify, the music streaming site. Wishing to be a reflection of the image of 

the capital football club, Magic Sound will be available on the Facebook page and PSG unveil 

the music recommendations of the club: the musical discoveries of the week, calendar of 

concerts in Paris, the playlists clubs and players, playlists dedicated to the Parisian scene, 

interviews and exclusive reports.  

The platform was designed around musical moments that punctuate the lives of players such 

as trips in the morning the workouts, locker rooms or dinners with friends. Every Tuesday, the 

Spotify playlist of one of the iconic players of the club, will also be available on the Facebook 

page of Paris Saint-Germain. 

4.1.3 Sponsorship 

 

According to the official website of Paris Saint-Germain, PSG has also various 

sponsors such as: 

 

-Emirates, an airline company 

-Nike, world leader in the field of sports equipment 

-Ooredoo, world leader in the telecommunication sector 

-QNB, Qatar, National Bank, the first bank in the Middle East and North Africa 

-Aspetar is a global leader specializing                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  
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-beIN Sports 

-Orange is one of the leading telecommunications operators in the world 

-Citroën, a company’s car 

-PMU 

-Huawei 

-QNB Qatar National Bank the first bank in the Middle East and North Africa 

-Aspetar Is a global leader specializing in hospital Sports Medicine and Orthopaedics 

-beIN Sports TV totally sport, is an offer comprising 2 HD channels (beIN SPORTS 1 beIN 

SPORTS 2) and 8 event-channels (beIN SPORTS MAX) HD 

 

 

But PSG also has official suppliers such as: 

 

-GDF Suez 

-Panasonic 

-Nivea men 

-Man 

-Puressentiel 

-MacDonald’s 

 

 

 

And finally official labels as: 

 

-Go Sport 

-Aurel BGC 

-Hublot 

-Viagogo 

-Hugo Boss 

-EA Sports 
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To be more precise about the main sponsorship of PSG (Qatar Airways) some information 

will be provided. 

 
The Parisian club will affect up to 200 million euros per year for the promotion of Qatar in 

France. The biggest sponsorship deal in football 

Qatar is once again the PSG business. For the season 2012-2013 with the largest budget in the 

French league, more than 300 million euros, PSG signed a huge contract of up to EUR 150 

million for the 2012-2013 season to 200 million in 2015 -2016, according to Le Parisien 

(newspaper), Aujourd'huien France (newspaper). It is an image contract between Qatar and 

PSG via the Qatar Tourism Authority under the Ministry of Tourism Qatari. 

The goal? Promoting the image of Qatar in France and attract more visitors hexagonal. 

 

 "This state sponsorship is entirely consistent with the strategy of Qatar. Indeed, we feel that 

the owners of PSG are keen to recoup their investments, "said Frederic Bolotny economist 

sport Law Center and sports economics of Limoges. 

"To be a great football club in Paris allows us to develop extremely significant revenue. These 

revenues help support this ambitious policy in sporting terms and allow the arrival of high 

level players, "said the general manager of PSG Jean-Claude Blanc. 

 

4.1.4 Sales Promotion 

 

.The official website offers various deals 

 

Open to all offers 

 

-Tickets: it includes an access ticket match 

-Pack: it consists to buy the ticket in addition to moving when there are games away 

 

Offers reserved 

 

-Offers EC are offers to companies to resell tickets to employees at lower costs 
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-Offers Society are offers for companies for rentals of boxes and / or seminars at Parc des 

Princes 

-Subscriber offers: The offer allows subscribers to watch all the matches of Paris Saint-

Germain. It is also an opportunity to enjoy a truly advantageous rate compared to the purchase 

of match tickets per game. 

-Stock exchange (offer reserved for subscribers): On Viagogo, holders of season 

subscription have the ability, when they cannot attend a match to sell their seats to other fans. 

 

-Offer hospitality: 10% of places is 4500 seats are now reserved for guests. They are 

distributed in 15 different areas. These places are reserved for guests of the twenty partner 

companies. Some companies have their own lodges like Nike, others invite their guests in 

collective spaces are where they have reserved seats. 

 

4.1.5 Direct Marketing 

 

The official website offers different products classified by category: 

 

Held game (home, outside, third, training) 

Fashion (men, women, junior, infant and child, 

 

Summer collection 

Collection 1970 

Baby and child 

Bear 

Home 

Handball 

Selection PSG 

Training 

 

-new product 

-top sales 

-Specials 

-services 
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4.1.6 Personal selling 

 

You can buy tickets online but also to the stadium office. 

 

4.2 Fútbol Club Barcelona 

 

According to the official website of F.C.Barcelona, he was created on November 29 of 

1899 by Hans Gamper along with 11 enthusiasts of football that was in that moment still 

largely unknown in Spain. Over more than one hundred years of history, FC Barcelona has 

grown spectacularly in every area and has progressed into something much greater than a 

mere sports club, now even Barca's slogan is ‘more than a club’. 

Within the context of Spain, Barça is seen as an open and democratic club. And all around the 

world, Barça is identified with caring causes, and most especially children through its 

sponsorship agreement with UNICEF. 

 

Cruyff as coach, created what would come to be known as the 'Dream Team' (1990-1994), 

whose crowning glory was the conquest of the European Cup at Wembley (1992), 

 

The Intercontinental Cup is the only major football trophy that has never made its way into 

the club museum, where the club's greatest pride and joy remain the three European Cup titles 

won in Wembley (1992) Paris (2006), Rome (2009) and the FIFA Club World Cup in 2009. 

 

Apart from this awards Barcelona possess for the moment: Year with most official 

titles: 2009, with 6: Copa del Rey, Liga, Champions League, Spanish Supercup, European 

Supercup and Clubs World Cup, Only team, along with Real Madrid and Athletic Bilbao, to 

have always played in the First Division, Spanish club with most official titles: 119, Team 

with most Spanish Cups: 26, Spanish club with most official domestic titles: 63 (22 Ligas, 26 

Cups, 11 Supercups, 2 Copa Eva Duarte and 2 League Cups). This gives just an idea of how 

successful F.C. Barcelona is. 

4.2.1 Communications tools  
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 Logo/Crest: 

 

According to the official website of F.C.Barcelona "From the very moment Barça was 

founded, the club had its own emblem that the players proudly wore on their shirts. It was the 

coat of arms of the city of Barcelona, a diamond shape divided into four quarters, with a 

crown and a bat on top, and surrounded by two branches, one of a laurel tree and the other a 

palm. This, even at such an early stage, was a way of expressing the club’s link to the city in 

which it was born”. 

 

"This crest remained unchanged until 1910. Shortly after Gamper had saved the club from 

serious crisis in 1908, a decision was made to give the club its own differentiated crest. In 

1910, the club held a competition between all the members interested in presenting 

proposals. The winner was Carles Comamala, who played for the club between 1903 and 

1912, and was a medicine student at the time, as well as being a fine artist. And so the crest 

that the club wears to this day was created, although there have been a few variations.  

It is a bowl-shaped design, in which the two upper quarters maintain the St George Cross and 

the red and yellow bars of the original, which are the most representative symbols of 

Barcelona and Catalonia. 

The club initials FCB appear on a strip across the center, and below are the Barça colors and a 

ball. So, what we have is a crest that honors the sporting dimension of the club as well as its 

connection to its city and country." 

 

"Since 1910, the changes made to the design have been minimal, generally just modifying the 

aesthetics and the patterns used for the outline. The biggest changes came about as a result of 

political obligations." 

"When Franco came to power, the letters FCB were replaced by CFB, to reflect the way the 

club was forced to use the Spanish version of its name. The dictatorship also obliged the club 

to remove two of the four bars from one of the upper quarters, thus excluding the Catalan flag 

from the crest. On occasion of the club’s 50th anniversary in 1949, the four bars returned. The 

original letters were not recovered until late 1974, when the crest reverted to the original 1910 

design." 
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"The present crest is based on an adaptation made by designer Claret Serrahima in 2002, in 

which the lines are a little more stylized, the dots between the letters have been taken away, 

the name has been made smaller, and there are fewer pointed edges.  

The lines in this latest design are somewhat simpler, to make it easier for the crest and the 

club’s corporate identity to be reproduced in all the different formats."  

 

 Slogan 

 

"Más que un club" that means More than a Club 

According to the official website of F.C.Barcelona "The slogan “more than a club” expresses 

the commitment that Fútbol Club Barcelona has maintained and still maintains beyond what 

belongs in the realm of sport. For many years, this commitment specifically referred to 

Catalan society, which for many decades of the 20th century lived under dictatorships that 

persecuted its language and culture. Under these circumstances, Barça always supported 

Catalan sentiments, and the defense of its own language and culture. It was because of this 

that, even though Catalan was not an official language, in 1921 the club drafted its statutes in 

the language of Catalonia.  

It was also in this era that in 1918 the club adhered to a petition for a statute of autonomy for 

Catalonia, which was being demanded from all sectors of the catalanista movement." 

 

 

 

"The club’s orientation led to reprisals from the Spanish authorities and it was closed down 

for six months under the Primo de Rivera dictatorship. During the Second Spanish Republic, 

the club intensified its message of implication with Catalonia’s own culture and institutions. 

President Josep Sunyol led this process using the slogan “sport and citizen ship”, the purpose 

being to imply sports in the country’s social and cultural affairs. Sunyol, who was also a 

member of parliament, was shot dead early in the Spanish Civil War in 1936; and from then 

on, the club came to be an icon of the defense of the Republic, as shown by the tour of 

Mexico and the United States in 1937. When the Civil War ended, General Franco’s 

dictatorship sought to destroy the club’s social significance." 
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"It enforced the Spanish version of its name and the removal of the four Catalan stripes from 

the crest. Despite the dictatorship’s persistence, in the late 1960s the club starting recovering 

its former spirit, as made so evident by the speeches of President Narcís de Carreras, the man 

who coined the famous nation of being “more than a club” in 1968.  

Outside of Catalonia, in many parts of Spain, Barça also became symbolic of democracy and 

anti-centralism.  

When democracy returned after the death of Franco, the club maintained its social 

commitment and new ways of supporting charitable causes emerged, which would later be 

encompassed by the creation of the club’s Foundation. Now in times of globalization, Barça 

has extended its social commitment to the rest of the planet, with a specially significant event 

being the signing of an agreement with UNICEF in 2006, which was a way of saying that a 

sports club should not be marginal to problems going on in society, in this case, the plight of 

children around the world. Because of this, Barça continues to be “more than a club” both in 

Catalonia and elsewhere in the world, and is implied in numerous cultural, social and charity 

initiatives." 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Color 

 

According to the official website of F.C.Barcelona "Red and blue have featured on the 

Barça shirt for more than one hundred years and the Club is widely known as the ‘Blaugrana’ 

in reference to the names of these colors in the Catalan language. However, although the shirt 

has remained relatively constant in design over the years, the team shorts were white for the 

first ten years of club history, then switched to black, and were only blue from the 1920s 

onwards.” 
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"Just why Barça originally chose to wear these shirt colors has been a matter of much debate 

among Club historians, and although several theories have been put forward, nobody has ever 

managed to provide substantial evidence that the colors were chosen for any symbolic reason. 

Naturally, most of the theories are related to the foundation and origins of the club. For 

instance, it was claimed for several years that the Barça colors were adopted from a Swiss 

club that Gamper had founded earlier in his life, or that they were the colors of the Swiss 

canton that the founder was from. We now know that these hypotheses are highly unlikely to 

be true." 

 

"There is another common but unproven theory that the founders based their choice on the 

colors of the blue and red accountancy pencils that were so popular at the time.  

And there are other more prosaic suggestions, for instance the one which maintains that the 

mother of the Comamala brothers supplied the players with red and blue sashes so that they 

could differentiate between each other in the days before they had a kit of their own." 

"But, as stated earlier, none of these theories have ever managed to offer conclusive evidence 

of why it was that Barça used these colors from its very earliest days. But what is certain is 

that the Barça shirt has gone on to be one of the most recognizable and enigmatic shirt designs 

in world football." 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.2.2 Advertisement 

 

Television: 

F.C. Barcelona is present in a lot of different advertisement but they are especially 

present on Qatar airways and Nike advertisement since they are their biggest sponsors. The 
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last collaboration for Qatar Airways advertisement counts with the collaboration of   Leo 

Messi, Luis Suárez, Andrés Iniesta, Neymar and Gerard Piqué and was aired on the 4th of 

February of 2015. According to the official website of F.C.Barcelona, «Qatar Airways and FC 

Barcelona have officially launched their new marketing campaign supporting the three-year 

partnership between the airline and the Club at a joint press conference held in Doha, Qatar." 

After the huge success of the first TV spot, The Land of FC Barcelona, depicting the 

imaginary world of FC Barcelona where Messi taught football skills and Iniesta was an artist, 

the five-star airline unveiled their second campaign at a press conference held the 4th of 

February of 2015 at the Four Seasons Hotel in Doha, Qatar.  

The advertisement was aired in English, Arabic and Catalan and took a humorous look at the 

players participating in a number of different activities at each destination. 

With Nike there is also a lot of advertisements in which Barcelona players participate some of 

the reach a big success. "Google have made public the list of video uploaded to their server 

that have received the highest percentage of visits and engagement in 2014. The fact that the 

second most watched video on You Tube during the year is a promotional video for Nike in 

which several stars of the world game appear speaks volumes about football ability to capture 

a global audience like no other sport." 

"Three FC Barcelona players appear in the video: Neymar, Andrés Iniesta and Gerard Piqué. 

The blaugranes show off their skills in the context of a dream match that also includes other 

players such as Cristiano Ronaldo, Wayne Rooney, Zlatan Ibrahimović, Gonzalo Higuaín, 

Mario Götze, Eden Hazard, Thiago Silva, Andrea Pirlo, David Luiz, Thibaut Courtois and the 

goalkeeper Tim Howard." 

F.C. Barcelona also possess their own television channel were they do advertisement about 

the team at the same time they give all the latest information and make different programs 

about the team and around it.  

They also publish the promotional videos made by the team which try to influence the 

supporters to adopt a more active attitude towards the team waking up their emotions with 

images of the team like in their promotional video for the 2014 link below. 

Newspapers: 
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There are actually two newspapers that follow all the news of F.C Barcelona and so 

make advertisement of them, these newspapers are "Sport" and "Mundo Deportivo". In the 

case of "Sport" since it's a Catalonian newspaper they focus on the teams of this region and 

since there is only two teams from this region in the first league and the other one, Espanyol, 

is not so big most part of the news and advertisement are for F.C. Barcelona. For "Mundo 

Deportivo" they don't officially have a preference of a team but it has lot more news about 

F.C. Barcelona than any other team. 

Magazines: 

According to the official website of F.C.Barcelona, F.C. Barcelona possess an official 

magazine "Revista Barça" that is a bi-monthly magazine that all club members and 

subscribers have received since it began in November 2002. In their official website is 

described like: 

«The FC Barcelona official publication replaced La veu Del Club (Voice of the Club) and 

contains 68 pages in which all the information and analysis from the club is provided with 

details about eh day-to-day happenings behind the scenes at Camp Nou." 

"A number of regular sections include "We talk to ...", "What happened?", "What a night!", 

"The Enigma" and "Treasures", among others, along with many articles looking back at the 

history of the club. There is also an extensive news section as well as offers and promotions to 

all the club members." 

"Barça's Communication Department provides the informative content although the 

contribution of well-known people connected to the club and the city are also included 

regularly. The Marketing Department is in charge of the commercial operation." 

Radio: 

F.C. Barcelona has also an own radio channel but the access is online. The description 

about this radio by the official website is as follows: 

«Visitors to the official Barça website, www.fcbarcelona.com, can gain access to the service 

on the Radio Barça page where live commentary of all games is available. It is a great way to 

follow all the action as it happens in all of the Blaugrana's matches whether they be pre-

season friendly matches, Copa Del Rey, the league or the Champions League." 
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"Wherever you may be in the world you can use Radio Barça to stay in touch with your 

favorite club and have Barça-based commentary of all the action. Do not miss the chance to 

hear what happens as the Blaugrana challenge for another set of trophies this season.  

In order to bring you this great service Radio Barça has a team of experienced journalists that 

take listeners from where they are and onto the field of play with their description of 

everything at Camp Nou. Also, former players offer outstanding analysis alongside the 

commentators." 

"To reach the highest number of listeners possible, Radio Barça broadcasts in Catalan, 

Spanish and English."  

Apps: 

According to the official website of F.C.Barcelona, F.C. Barcelona has a lot of 

different official apps in which you can find games, news, and features for your phone and 

much more. 

Social networks: 

F.C. Barcelona is very present on the social media, it has one official Facebook 

website according to this official Facebook site F.C.Barcelona has approximately 83 million 

subscribers, here they provide all the information about the team alongside with videos, 

pictures and reviews and everyone can comment on it, the community is very big and there is 

a lot of likes and comments every minute. 

They also have a presence on one Instagram account that is followed, according to this social 

network, by approximately 10 million people, in this social network you can see, comment 

and like the most exclusive pictures about the team and it members. 

Their presence in twitter is very big since they a central account that have around 15 million 

followers but they have a lot of divisions to reach all the target audience, they have different 

accounts for Spanish, Catalan, Arabic, Japanese, Portuguese, French and Indonesian.  

F.C. Barcelona also have an account in Google+ with around 13 million followers and a 

YouTube channel with around 1.7 million subscribers. 
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4.2.3 Public relation 

 

Media Tours: 

According to the official website of F.C.Barcelona, F.C. Barcelona has always its 

doors open for the media to visit them if they make a proper appointment but as all the 

supporters they also have the right to make the official Camp Nou experience tour and 

museum. In this experience you can visit the FCB museum with all the awards achieved by 

the team until now, go to the field of play, visit a special area with everything related to 

Messi, go to the mixed zone and pressroom, and visit the visitors’ dressing room, the player's 

tunnel, commentary boxes and the Qatar airways zone. 

Special Events: 

According to the official website of F.C.Barcelona, F.C. Barcelona offer a lot of 

different special events such as company events, private events and sport activities. For 

company events there is a lot available: 

- Corporate meetings: Your corporate meeting on the FC Barcelona facilities. 

- Shopping and cocktail: Want to enjoy a private cocktail reception while you are doing your 

shopping? Now you can in the FCB Megastore 

- Corporate tour excellence: Designed for the special few who want the exclusive treatment as 

they explore the Camp Nou stadium and Barça Museum 

- Shots on goal in Camp Nou: The most fun and exclusive activity in a dream setting. 

- Dinners in Camp Nou: Motivate your employees with dinner at our facilities. 

- Dinner at Camp Nou pitch: A lasting and unique experience. 

- FCB Day: A 100% Barça day, an exclusive service for companies and special clients. 

- Match Day Event: The finest occasion for your event, a group service on the same day as a 

match. 

- Filming: Distinguished scenarios that will enrich your audiovisual productions. 
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- Fairs and Exhibitions: The large outdoor spaces on the Camp Nou premises can be used as 

the venue for all kinds of fairs and exhibitions. 

- Motivational activities and Teambuilding: Consult all the activities offers and adapt it for 

your event. 

- Clinics and tournaments: Lessons and unique sport activities leaded by the same Club 

professionals. 

- You Play : Feel what professional players feel. Play a football match in Camp Nou or Mini 

Estadi. 

- Christmas dinners: Christmas dinners in Camp Nou. 

For the Private events there is less possibilities but there is still: 

- Shots on goal in Camp Nou: The most fun and exclusive activity in a dream setting. 

- Camp Nou Tour Excellence / Top Experience: Designed for the special few who want the 

exclusive treatment as they explore the Camp Nou stadium and Barça Museum 

- Weddings in Camp Nou: A day as special as your wedding day, should be celebrated in a 

very special place. Get married in Camp Nou! 

- Family celebrations: Enjoy Camp Nou with your family. 

- Dinner at Camp Nou pitch: A lasting and unique experience. 

- Christmas dinners in Camp Nou: Christmas dinners and suppers in Camp Nou. 

Finally for sport activities the events available are: 

- You Play : Feel what professional players feel. Play a football match in Camp Nou or Mini 

Estadi. 

- Shots on goal in Camp Nou: The most fun and exclusive activity in a dream setting. 

- Veterans and former players match: FC Barcelona offers the unique chance to play a game 

against your childhood heroes. 
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- Motivational activities and Teambuilding: Consult all the activities offers and adapt it for 

your event. 

- Clinics and tournaments: Lessons and unique sport activities leaded by the same Club 

professionals. 

F.C. Barcelona is very concerned with their image and about the social problems around the 

world so there is an agreement of collaboration between the club and one of the biggest 

charity that is UNICEF. In the late 2013 this agreement was renewed, in the article of the 

official website it explains in what this link consists: 

"The FC Barcelona board decided at its meeting on Monday to extend its links with UNICEF 

until 2016, when its mandate comes to an end, as explained at a press conference today by the 

spokesman and secretary, Toni Freixa.  

The Club has agreed, as it has done in recent years, to donate 1.5 million Euros a year to joint 

projects with UNICEF, which involve the promotion of education and sport among vulnerable 

children. Barça and the United Nations first joined forces in September 2006. The current deal 

was due to end in 2014. “We are very satisfied with this alliance”, said Freixa, who also 

confirmed that the UNICEF name will remain on the back of the Barça shirt." 

“Improved life for 200.000 children” 

"In the 2012/13 season, this work was done in China, Brazil, South Africa and Ghana, 

focusing on promoting sport as a catalyst for the development and protection of young 

people. This year more than 8,500 educators have been trained in the use of sport as a motor 

for social integration; leisure and education facilities have been built where children can learn 

safely and a variety of materials have been provided for doing sport. The work done by the 

Foundation in unison with UNICEF has helped improve the lives of more than 200,000 

children." 

 

 

“Sport is education” 
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"Within this alliance and with the coproduction and collaboration of Minoria Absoluta and 

TV3, in March a documentary was shown on TV3 called ‘L’equipe ideal’ that explained what 

sport is doing to improve the lives of children in Ghana." 

"In Catalonia, a guide was published on “Children’s rights in sport” that offered advice on 

leisure and sporting activities for children including accounts by FC Barcelona players and 

other important people in Catalan society. 1,500 copies of this guide have been published and 

distributed to Catalan leisure and education centers (libraries, schools, leisure centers, etc)." 

"As part of an institutional trip to New York, Sandro Rosell and Ramon Pont had a meeting 

with Anthony Lake, the executive director of UNICEF, to discuss the work that the two 

entities have been doing." 

 

4.2.4 Sponsorship 

According to the official website of F.C.Barcelona, F.C. Barcelona has a lot of 

different sponsors that collaborate directly to the success of the club divided in main sponsors, 

premium partners, official partners, regional partners and other sports official partners 

Main Sponsors: Nike and Qatar Airways. 

Premium Partners: Beko, Estrella Damm, La Caixa and Audi. 

 Official Partners: Movistar, Intel, Etisalat, Replay, Assitència Sanitària, Gatorade, Stanly 

Black & Decker, Allianz, EA Sports, Coca Cola, Panasonic, Maurice Lacroix and Ironfx. 

Regional Partners: Gillette, Chang Beer, Big Cola, Suning, Castle Lager, Tecate, Samba 

Financial Group, Fitness Time, Avea, Advan, Apamanshop, Head & Shoulders, United Arab 

Bank, Mora Banc, Indosat, TenysPé and Nichiban. 

Other Sports Official Partners: Serveto and Llet Nostra. 

 

The sponsorship with Qatar Airways is really important financially as sports newspaper 

"goal" reports» FC Barcelona on Tuesday 27th of August of 2013 staged the official 

presentation of its partnership with new global partner Qatar Airways, stating the club will 
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receive a basic payment of Eur30.5 million this season as part of football’s “biggest shirt deal 

ever”. 

"Javier Faus, Barcelona’s vice-president for economy and strategy, outlined the financial 

details behind the new deal on Tuesday, stating that the club will receive payments of Eur30.5 

million, Eur32 million and Eur33.5 million until the current agreement with QSI expires on 

June 30, 2016. A UEFA Champions League victory will be worth an additional Eur5 million." 

Barcelona president Sandro Rosell said Qatar Airways will provide an important means for 

the Spanish champion to reach out to its global fan base. “We have 300 million fans around 

the world and thanks to Qatar Airways we can build connections with them,” he said.  

 

 

4.2.5 Sales Promotion 

 

According to the official website of F.C.Barcelona, there is a lot of different options in 

order to assist to the stadium to see the football matches described down below: 

-Tickets: it includes an access ticket match, normal tickets price depend on the team they are 

playing against 

- Group Tickets: If you are a group of at least 20 people and are interested in coming to a 

football match at the Camp Nou, follow the following instructions for making your 

reservation. 

1. Check the fixture list and ticket prices 

2. Download the attached form, fill it in correctly and carefully read the general terms & 

conditions for making reservations. 

3. Send the form to ttoo@fcbarcelona.cat 

The Club will be contacting you shortly to process your reservation. 

If you are less than 20 people, you can purchase tickets directly via the web. 

 

- VIP tickets: For the last match of the season 2014-2015 Saturday 23 May 2015 6:30 PM the 

price of the seats available range from 185€ and 690€. The VIP seats are the best option for 
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those who wish to enjoy the game in comfort along with exceptional services. 

They allow access to a VIP lounge, where there are catering and bar services before, during 

and after the match.  

The Camp Nou boxes are located along the Stadium in 1st and 2nd tier, with capacities from 6 

to 16 people. They have a well-equipped interior area (TV, fridge, coffee maker, wardrobe, 

etc.) where the catering service will be found, and a covered outdoor area, where you will find 

the seats. The boxes provide exclusivity to experience the game from a more quiet area. 

- Children in the Camp Nou programme: The programme “Children in the Camp Nou” is 

for children under the age of 14. The ticket is free for Club members under the age of 14 or 

for children or grandchildren of adult members. 

Exceptional matches, no free tickets for children: 

There will be exceptional matches in which there will be no free tickets for children. 

 

 These matches are the ones against Real Madrid and Atletico Madrid, the round of 16, 

quarter-finals and semi-finals of the Champions League, and the Spanish Super Cup matches 

at the Camp Nou. The Club reserves the right to declare a match exceptional if there’s a 

possibility of a sell-out crowd. 

Family friendly hours: 

There are kick off times scheduled for the morning and afternoon (Saturday at 16.00 or 18.00, 

and Sunday at 12.00). These are matches where attendance is expected to be high, the Club 

guarantees a maximum of 3,000 tickets for the ‘Children in the Camp Nou’ program. If the 

demand exceeds 3,000 tickets, the Club will give priority to children under the age of eight. 

 

 

 

- Membership: 2015 membership fees: 
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Adult                                177 € 

Child                                   88 € 

Child under 6                      42 € 

- Senior Passport: This is a document offering free entrance to the Camp Nou for members 

aged over 70 years that satisfy a series of requirements.  

This is a new social action approved by the Board of Directors and which permits free 

entrance to the Camp Nou for members aged over 70 years, that have been members for at 

least 25 years, that do not have a Camp Nou season ticket at the time of application and have 

not had one in the previous five years, and are not holders of a Pase de Favor Sénior. 

Matches excluded from this project are those against Real Madrid and Atletico Madrid, 

knockout games in the Champions League and matches in the Spanish Super Cup. 

 

4.2.6 Direct Marketing 

 

The official website offers different products classified by category: 

- Featured: All kits, Lifestyle, Kids and Customizable. 

- F.C. Barcelona clothing: Men and Women. 

- Official Kits: Home Kit, Away Kit and Third Kit. 

- Collections: Training, Fan Wear, Accessories and Gifts. 

- Athletes: Neymar Jr, Messi, A. Iniesta, Pique and Bartra 

 

 

 

4.2.7 Personal selling 
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According to the official website of F.C.Barcelona, for buying F.C. Barcelona tickets 

you can buy them online in its official website and in the ticket office in the stadium. For 

other F.C. Barcelona products like clothes or merchandising you can buy them in a lot of 

different shops or also online. 

 

 

4.3 The BVB09 Borussia Dortmund 

According to the official website of Borussia Dortmund it was founded in late 1909, 

Borussia Dortmund is one of the biggest German clubs. Borussia, the Latin name of Prussia, 

was also the name of the local beer prized by the founders. The term has therefore been 

chosen to christen the club.  

In the fight for the title for nearly ten years, Borussia became for the first time German 

Champion in 1956 and then republishes his performance the following year. 

The victory in the German Cup in 1956 the club qualifies for the Cup Winners Cup he won a 

year later. This prestigious victory in extra time to face Liverpool Borussia Dortmund is the 

first German club to win a European competition. 

In the late 60s, the club through a difficult period. But at the end of the 80 actually marks the 

return to the forefront with a victory in the German Cup (1989). Gradually Borussia found 

leading roles and the European scene. 

 

Since 2010, Klopp and his men alignment 26 consecutive games unbeaten until the end of the 

championship: new record! Such a path allows the club to retain his title against all odds and 

settle a little more too German football commands. To top it all, the club offers the first 

double in its history by winning the German Cup, defeating again Bayern Munich in the final 

in Berlin (5-2). 

 

4.3.1 Communications tools 
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 Logo 

According to the official website, the logo of Borussia Dortmund is a circle, there is 

inside the name of the club. The main colors of Borussia Dortmund are black and yellow 

-black color represent speed and power because they are in the first league. 

-yellow color represent joy because despite the failures, they always knew back. 

 

 

 Color 

- Black color represent speed and power because they are in the first league. 

- Yellow color represent joy because despite the failures, they always knew back. 

 

 Slogan 

According to Smith (2014) for the BBC Borussia Dortmund's slogan is "echteliebe" - 

or "true love". Even when the team lose and is not in a good situation none of the players 

disappear down the tunnel. None of the fans leave the ground. Defiant, determined, the 25,000 

fans who religiously flock to the mythical south stand continue to serenade their team. 

Manager JurgenKlopp joins his players on the edge of the penalty area, where they stand for 

five minutes in awe, gazing up at one of European football's great sights, the "Gelbe Wand" 

(Yellow Wall), a sea of luminous shirts, scarves and flags. Towers of smoke rise from pockets 

of fans and waves of noise cascades down the steep terrace and onto the players. 

This love is unconditional. Moments such as this are why Dortmund are one of the last great 

romantic clubs. The tickets - and beer - are cheap, the atmosphere is raw and seductive and 

fans, not finance, come first. 

When Dortmund reached the 2013 Champions League final, the club received 502,567 

applications for 24,042 tickets. The entire city has a population of 580,956. True love, indeed. 

 

 

 

 

 

4.3.2 Advertisement 
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Television: 

There is not a lot of advertisement from neither players nor the team in general. Their 

coach Jurgen Klopp has starred in some advertisements for the different sponsors of Borussia 

Dortmund such as the famous Opel advertisement. According to GMA Authority "Not too 

long ago, Jürgen Klopp was selected as an Opel “brand ambassador” — or a spokesperson of 

sorts. For the uninitiated with modern German goings on, Mr. Klopp is quite the local 

celebrity in Germany, and currently serves as the manager of the Borussia Dortmund soccer 

(football) team, which competes in the Bundesliga.  

And he recently starred in this TV commercial featuring the updated 2014 Opel 

Insignia. The ad is in German, so unless you speak the language, you should check out the 

translation below."   

"The (rough) translation is as follows: 

Flight attendant: “Excuse me, did somebody lose their car key?” 

Klopp, appearing by opening the separating curtain between Business and Economy class: 

“Yes. That’s mine!” 

Flight attendant: “Oh, I had no idea”… 

Klopp: “Most people don’t, until they drive one” 

The voice-over at the end says something to the effect of: The new Insignia and “the surprise 

in the business class”." 

 

According to Opel " Success fanatic, friend, motivator and Opel brand ambassador: Jürgen 

Klopp has many faces. » Football, cars and other passions all play a part." 

 

With Nike the advertisement already commented in which Barcelona players participate and a 

reach a big success was also starred by Mario Götze ex Borussia Dortmund player. 

"Google have made public the list of video uploaded to their server that have received the 

highest percentage of visits and engagement in 2014.  
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The fact that the second most watched video on You Tube during the year is a promotional 

video for Nike in which several stars of the world game appear speaks volumes about football 

ability to capture a global audience like no other sport." 

"The advertisement show off skills in the context of a dream match that also includes players 

such as Cristiano Ronaldo, Wayne Rooney, Zlatan Ibrahimović, Gonzalo Higuaín, Mario 

Götze, Eden Hazard, Thiago Silva, Andrea Pirlo, David Luiz, Thibaut Courtois and the 

goalkeeper Tim Howard." 

Probably the most important player of Borussia Dortmund Marco Reus also starred in some 

Puma advertisement.  

According to Mirror newspapers «This incredibly surreal advertising campaign from Puma 

almost, ALMOST, makes up for that time they had an actual meltdown on Twitter. 

The video sees Gigi Buffon and Marco Reus basically talk about how awesome they are, 

somehow arguing with each other despite speaking two entirely different languages in a video 

which is in no way pre-scripted by copywriter somewhere in central London. 

It's worth a watch if only for a reminder of how ice cool Gianluigi Buffon is and a separate 

reminder that he is the most Italian man to have ever lived." 

They also publish the promotional videos made by the team which try to influence the 

supporters to adopt a more active attitude towards the team waking up their emotions with 

images of the team like in their promotional video for the final of the champion’s league of 

2013 link below. 

 

Newspapers: 

Borussia Dortmund doesn't have any official newspaper, however there all German 

sports newspapers put the latest news about the team. Another way to know everything about 

Borussia Dortmund is through their website in the section news where you can read 

everything around the actuality of the team.  

Of course, in their website they put advertisement about their shop of clothes or sell of tickets.  

You can also have the advertisement and news about the team in the official website of the 

Bundesliga (German first league) in the special section for Borussia Dortmund. 
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Magazines: 

Borussia Dortmund don't have any own magazine like a lot of different teams, 

however they manage to appear in lot of magazines about football. The big magazine from 

Germany "four two four" made a special edition for Borussia Dortmund explaining their 

success in 2013. The magazine describe themselves in their section about us: 

 "FourFourTwo was launched in 1994 on the back of a World Cup that England hadn’t even 

qualified for. It was an act of madness… but it somehow worked out. 

Two decades on, FourFourTwo is the world’s biggest football magazine, published in 17 

markets, with a digital portfolio that includes an iPad magazine app, an award-winning stats 

app, a website offering advice on playing the game better - and this, our global website. 

Our mission is to offer our intelligent, international audience access to the game’s biggest 

names, insightful analysis, and a bit of a giggle. We unashamedly love this game and we hope 

that our coverage reflects that." 

 

 

Radio: 

According to the official website of Borussia Dortmund, Borussia Dortmund has also 

an own radio channel but the access is online. Unfortunately is only in available in German 

but the translation of the description about this radio by the official website is as follows: 

“The BVB net radio is an audio live stream on BVB.de for all black and yellow fans, who will 

be accompanied by Nobby Dickel and Boris Rupert. At all matches in the Bundesliga, the 

German Cup and all European competitions with BVB participation to Nobby and his 

colleagues take a lot of time and present a lot of background information, interesting stories 

about the club, the players and of course, the preparation of the team." 

"The BVB net radio starts 15 minutes before kick-off and is now broadcast via iPhone and 

Android devices for each. » 
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Audio Streams 

"The BVB net radio transfers this season all league games and all games in the 

German Cup and in all European competitions with BVB participation in live stream." 

Apps: 

Borussia Dortmund has an official app available on the play store and on iTunes. In 

the play store it is described as: 

«Game days are always holidays for us. Therefore, there is in this update for all game days the 

very special Holiday Mode: Depending on where you are persecuting the game - whether in 

the stadium, on TV / radio or on the road - you get the best for you news, photos, posts, 

tweets, statistics and much more! And not just during the game but the entire holiday, of 

course, from 09:09 clock. 

If you just want to use the app on as before - no problem: Tap the "x" at the top right and you 

will reach also on match days always return to normal mode. Of course, vice versa! 

In addition: For stadium visitors who are in the new BVB-Fi in the stadium to check there are 

at SIGNAL IDUNA PARK additional services and exclusive content to discover." 

 

Social networks: 

Borussia Dortmund is very present on the social media, it has one official Facebook 

website according to this site they count with approximately 12 million subscribers, here they 

provide all the information about the team alongside with videos, pictures and reviews and 

everyone can comment on it, the community is very big and there is a lot of likes and 

comments every minute. 

They also have a presence on one Instagram account that is followed by approximately 660 

thousands of people, in this social network you can see, comment and like the most exclusive 

pictures about the team and it members. 

Their presence in twitter is very big since they a central account that have around 1.62 million 

followers but unfortunately is only available in German. 
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They also count with a YouTube channel that has around 107 thousands of subscribers. 

 

4.3.3 Public relation 

 

Media Tours: 

Borussia Dortmund has always its doors open for the media to visit them if they make 

a proper appointment but as all the supporters they also have the right to make the official 

Borusseum tour. Unfortunately the official website for the museum is only in German but an 

approximate translation of the description will be provided here. 

"The Borusseum, the club Museum of Borussia Dortmund, was launched at the request of 

fans of BVB into being. In order to have a place for club history and trophies, fans and 

supporters of Borussia have spared no expense spared - the museum is an initiative of the fans 

and was built and financed as such from simplistic external means." 

"The museum is a great success with steadily growing visitor numbers and a diverse range of 

museums to this day. In just the first two months after the opening of the Borusseum counted 

nearly 6,000 visitors. Nowadays you cannot explore the museum only on your own, but to 

rely on expert guided tours, visit great special events and celebrate children's birthdays in 

black yellow atmosphere” 

"The Borusseum is best place to live football tradition and emotion - in the north-east corner 

of the "most beautiful stadium in the world". Due to the incomparable location, Borusseum 

starting point for stadium tours and beyond just a stone's throw from the largest fan shop of 

the association, the BVB fan world is removed. Not only on match days is this impressive 

place worth a visit." 

"Immerse yourself in the world of BVB.  . Follow the traces of a varied club history and take 

a seat in the Tavern "The Poacher", the foundation of the local Borussia Keep track of the 

varied history of the stages. Starting with the "white meadow" near the Borsig Square and the 

industrial plants of the Hoesch steel works in northern Dortmund, about the move into the 

arena "Rote Erde" in Dortmund's south to the world famous "Westfalenstadion", today's 

Signal Iduna Park’. 
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"Discover curiosities and peculiarities with Goosebumps character as the winning jersey of 

Lothar "Emma" Emmerich from victory over Liverpool in the UEFA Cup Winners' Cup on 

May 5, 1966 at Hampden Park in Glasgow. Or enter the treasury, the heart of the collection of 

Borusseum in which the winners’ trophies BVB are issued. Experience the unique and 

thrilling BVB fan culture and witness the surging exultation before Fankurve of Borussia and 

agree to a real in the choir Catch Sang in our Karaoke Box. A first impression you get through 

our virtual tour." 

Special Events: 

According to the official website of Borussia Dortmund, Borussia Dortmund offer a 

lot of different special events such as company events, private events and sport activities.  

There's conference in the Signal Iduna Park, Celebration in the Signal Iduna Park, 

wedding in the Signal Iduna Park and stadium tour in the Signal Iduna Park.  

Conference in the Signal Iduna Park, description on the official website: 

"Gain your conference but once a new impetus. In the most beautiful stadium in the world is 

your canvas between champion shells and BVB legends. Forget the standard meeting rooms 

and organize your conferences, workshops and meetings in a breathtaking setting." 

"Or do you need but a classic meeting room with the latest technology? Then days but in the 

Conference Center and pamper your guests with a coffee break in the stands with a unique 

view in Germany's largest football stadium." 

"We offer meeting packages including room hire, personnel costs, conference drinks, coffee 

breaks and the entire catering. Whether classic lunch buffet, a flying buffet to welcome your 

guests or just a quick snack for in between, here no wishes remain unsatisfied." 

"In addition, we offer you the entire audio-visual equipment from a single source. Let us 

know what we can book for you." 
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"Round off your pleasant event in a subsequent tour of the stadium and enjoy your leisure 

time." 

Celebration in the Signal Iduna Park, description on the official website: 

"An intense experience for any occasion" 

"Whether Christmas, birthday or company party, anniversary, graduation, reopening - 

regardless for what reason has the largest stadium in Germany you the perfect framework." 

"With individual room concepts, tailored catering solutions and a wide range of entertainment 

elements from DJ to big band give us all your ideas room. Guests can also use the emotional 

character of the Signal Iduna Park and enrich your event with black and yellow highlights like 

a stadium tour, a champagne reception on the lawn edge, individualized memorabilia and 

many other options to." 

"With a visit from mascot EMMA or a club legend like Norbert Dickel offer for young and 

old alike unforgettable moments." 

Wedding in the Signal Iduna Park, description on the official website: 

"There is a place that is known for enchantment and magic, written in the history and future is 

shaped. Here's fevers 80,000 people against the happiness and sometimes only two.  

Black and Yellow - separated only simple colors. Together, however, they provide something 

unique: "True Love"." 

"Start your adventure "marriage" in the Signal Iduna Park - are and let your wedding an 

unforgettable moment in your life - the most beautiful stadium in the world. The BVB Event 

& Catering GmbH offers many years of experience, technical expertise, comprehensive 

advice and a reliable point of contact throughout your entire organization. Our "all-inclusive 

packages" is your wedding not only the most beautiful, but also an unforgettable day with 

lasting memories." 

Stadium tour in the Signal Iduna Park, description on the official website: 

"Looks at the Signal Iduna Park behind the scenes of the largest stadium in Germany" 
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"Experience a unique BVB stadium tour with our guides who accompany you with heart, 

passion, anecdotes and authentic knowledge through our intensive Stadium." 

"Discover the catacombs of the stadium and enjoy the atmosphere in the crew cabin from 

BVB before you run through the players' tunnel to the sidelines and feel the adrenaline!" 

4.3.4 Sponsorship 

According to the official website of Borussia Dortmund, Borussia Dortmund has a lot 

of different sponsors that collaborate directly to the success of the club divided in Main 

Sponsors, Champion Partners, Partners and Product Partners: 

 

Main Sponsors: Evonik Industries, Signal Iduna Park and Puma. 

 

Champion Partners: Opel, Turkish Airways, Brinkhoff's, Huawei, Signal Iduna, Sprehe, 

Sparda-Bank, Unitymedia, Wilo, Flyeralarm and Hankook. 

 

Partners: Man, EA Sports, Coca Cola Zero, Obo, Bohle, West Lotto, Burg Wächter, 

RurhNachrischten, Strom09, Syback, Phono Solar, Norton, Mobil09, Rewe, 

KitzbühelerAlpen, Grundig, Zutobel Group, Brillux, Poco and Caprisonne. 

 

Produckt Partners: Trilux, BaeckereiKanne, Vilsa, Hardeck, Westfalenhallen Dortmund, 

Allpresan, Karabalta, Hauert-Guenther, Anson's, Karsdtadt Sports, Tedi, Linda, Ültje, Best 

Travel, Chaqwa, Weber, GetraenkeWeidlich, Ramada, Düzgün, Dorma and Severin. 

 

 

4.3.5 Sales promotion  

 

According to the official website of Borussia Dortmund there is a lot of options to 

obtain the ticket for attending the stadium for the football matches with a lot of different 

prices and promotions depending on the circumstances and on each supporter. 

Depending on availability, ticket price reductions are available in certain areas and for the 

following people: 

Severely disabled persons – Seating in the front sections, standing places if available 
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Visually impaired persons – Seating in block 5 including an accompanying person 

Hearing impaired persons – Block 50 

Wheelchair users including an accompanying person – Block 3 and block 6 

Children under 15 years of age – REWE family block (block 64 + 65) 

Youths under 18 years of age – Standing places (if available) as well as reduced-price seating 

(maximum of 500 places per match) in the South East corner 

What is the reason for the purchase of a reduced-price ticket? We ask you to understand that 

we will need to examine the circumstances and require a copy of your ID for this purpose. 

Obviously, it is also possible to order reduced-price tickets for matches in writing. Please note 

that in this case we also need a copy of your ID which indicates the reason for the purchase of 

a reduced-price ticket. 

 

Here there is a table with the price of match day tickets 

(Season 2013/2014) 

 Category  Prices in EUR 

 Regular Table  price on request 

 Category 1  € 52,00 

 Category 2  € 49,00 

 Category 3  € 46,00 

 Category 4  € 43,00 

 Category 5  € 36,00 

 Category 5 (Disable Persons)*  € 15,00 

 Category 6  € 30,00 

 Category 6 (Youth)  € 21,00 

 Wheelchair  € 9,00 

 Standing Place   € 16,00 

 Standing Place (Discount Rate)  € 10,50 
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 Standing Place (Disable Persons)  € 9,50 

 Kids Block (Block 64-65, up to 13 Jahre)  € 6,50 

 VIP  price on request 

  

 

There is a 20% surcharge ("Topzuschlag") for the games against Bayern Munich, FC Schalke 

04 as well as for a possible Champions League home game past the group stage. 

Numbered tickets for children up to 6 years (child ID) will be handed out at the clearing 

points (no claim to a seat). There is no admittance to the standing area. 

For youths under 18, there are standing places (Cat. 6/€ 29.00) available for a discounted rate 

of € 20.50 - they are limited to 500 tickets per game.  

Referee tickets are only available on matchdays when the gates open at the referee ticket 

office ("Schiedsrichterkasse") upon presentation of a referee ID (while stock lasts).  

All prices incl. 19% VAT.  

*Seating tickets for disabled persons only available in the front sections 

Here there is a table with the prices of season tickets (Season 2014/2015) 

 Kategorie  Preis in EUR 

 Regulars Table  More info 

 Category 1  € 705,50 / 860,00* 

 Category 2  € 597,50 / 711,00* 

 Category 3  € 541,00 / 643,50* 

 Category 4  € 494,50 / 591,50* 

 Category 5  € 438,00 / 525,00* 

 Category 5 (Disabled Persons)  € 175,00 / 205,00* 

 Category 6  € 376,00 / 443,00* 

 Wheelchair  € 92,50 / 112,00* 

 Standing Place   € 204,00 / 231,50* 
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 Standing Place (Disabled Persons)  € 103,00 / 113,00* 

 Kids Block (Block 64-65, up to 13 years)  € 77,00 / 92,50* 

 Kids Block (Block 64-65, up to 15 years)  € 115,00 / 134,00* 

 

All prices incl. VRR and 19% VAT.  

Season ticket includes all 17 Bundesliga home games.  

*Season ticket includes all 17 Bundesliga home games as well as all 3 home games in the 

Champions’ League group stage.  

 

Away matches 

The advance sale of tickets for away matches is determined by the home club. As soon 

as Borussia Dortmund receives the tickets, this date is announced on the BVB website. 

However, as a rule of thumb, the advance sale of tickets for away matches begins four weeks 

prior to the game. 

The available tickets are allocated based on the following distribution policy: 

50-60% to BVB fan clubs (incl. 400 away season tickets) 

20-30% to club members (via the BVB call center) 

15-25% on open sale via advance ticket sales points 

0-5% for travel agencies, contract tickets, sponsors, employees 

Tickets for away matches cannot be purchased from our Internet ticket shop. 

Borussia Dortmund reserves the right to change the advance sales practices for specific 

matches. 

Due to the scarcity of tickets, there will be no open sale for certain away matches. You can 

find detailed information in the Advance Sales section under "Remarks" as soon as the 

advance sale date has been determined. 

 

 

4.3.6 Direct Marketing 
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The site offers different products classified by category: 

- Kits: Home Kit, Away Kit, Third Kit, Goalkeeper Kit, Champions League Kit and Players. 

- Training: Mens Training, Kids Training and Accessories. 

- Fashion: Men, Boys, Women, Girls, Baby and Infants and Accessories. 

- Equipment: Luggage and Footballs. 

- Souvenirs: Baby Accessories, Badges and Keyrings, Cards and Gift Wrap, Computer, Phone 

and Console, Executive Gifts, Flags and Pennants, Food and Drink, Jewelry and Watches, 

Media, Mugs, Glassware and Ceramics, Novelty, Player Product, Stationary and Toys and 

Games. 

- Home and Garden: Kitchen, Bedroom, Bathroom, Office and Stationery, Car Accessories, 

Party time, Leisure, Prints, Posters and Canvasses and Accessories. 

- Sales: Ballspielfinale 2015, Clearance, spring and Summer, Matchday, UEFA Champions 

League, Nightwear, Derby Siegl.   

 

 

4.3.7 Personal selling  

For buying Borussia Dortmund tickets you can buy them online in its official website 

and in the ticket office in the stadium. For other Borussia Dortmund products like clothes or 

merchandising you can buy them in different a lot of different shops or also online. 
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5. ANALYSIS OF EMPIRICAL DATA 

 

The analysis will consist in the comparison of the three teams described in the 

empirical data. We will present our findings trying to answer our research question that is 

"what is the communication strategy used by European teams to attract supporters to the 

stadium?" . The income and profitability for the teams also come from other ways such as 

selling souvenirs, shirts or the television rights for the emission of the matches but since the 

problem that we observed is about how the stadiums are losing assistance lately, we focus on 

our findings in this aspect. 

In order to proceed this analysis we will follow the structure that is written on the 

guideline that is the same as we did for the empirical data starting with the Advertisement and 

its different parts and finishing with the personal selling. 

The analysis will also be described with the support of the theory already explained in 

the frame of reference. 

Before that we would like to point out some important problems faced on the 

empirical data that will have repercussions and will limit the analysis. 

First we would like to say that it was very difficult to find the information in the 

website of Borussia Dortmund since there is a lot of parts that are not available in English, 

only in German and none of us understand German so the text will maybe not be so cohesive. 

The other major problem found was to find any information about direct marketing or 

personal selling so this part of the analysis will not be a big part due to the lack of 

information. 
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5.1 Logo, colors and slogan  

 Logo, Colors and Slogan 

The first thing that we are going to analyze according to our structure is the Logo, the 

Colors and the Slogan because we consider this is the first way to identify the teams since 

they are created and it has a deep meaning many times. 

According to Rand (1991) "A logo derives its meaning from the quality it symbolizes, not the 

other way around". In this sense we discovered that it is a true statement since most of the 

logos have a deep meaning behind but not only the logo but also the colors and the slogan. In 

the case of PSG the logo represents their desires to put Paris on the top of the world, their 

slogan about dreaming high is linked to their desires and finally their main color are the same 

than the French flag. With this logo, colors and slogan is likely that the advertisement behind 

this is to attract French people with a strong nationalistic mind and more precisely to attract 

the people of the city of Paris by the same desire to prove how Paris is the best city of the 

world. 

For F.C. Barcelona the logo as well as the slogan both represent a strong nationalistic values 

of Catalonia. The meaning of this values have a strong historical background behind that 

survived even during the Spanish civil war a posterior dictatorship. However the colors are 

very enigmatic and their meaning is not as important as advertisement. The club 

advertisement  in their slogan and logo is directed to Catalonian people and not only to the 

people of the city of Barcelona, since Barcelona's population is not as big as Paris they don't 

focus so much on the city but more on the region to target more people. 

Borussia Dortmund with their logo or colors don't really target any particular people like PSG 

or Barça do, instead their slogan is the most important. Their slogan "True Love" is indeed the 
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way Borussia Dortmund appeal to the supporters as an outcome, their supporters are always 

there for the team in the bad and in the good times which fits really good with the slogan.  

When Dortmund reached the 2013 Champions League final, the club received 502,567 

applications for 24,042 tickets. The entire city has a population of 580,956. True love, indeed. 

 

 

 

5.2 Advertisement 

This strategy seems to be the most important or at least the one that this three 

successful clubs use the most so the biggest information we have in our empirical data is 

about it. 

As stated in the theory according to MORAGAS (1994), “Deporte y Medios de 

Comunicación” the importance and deepness of the relationships between the communication 

and the sport has been qualified in several sociological studies such as "wedding of interests". 

In the previous research described in the empirical data can be observed that Moragas was 

right. Sports need the communication to appeal for the people and make them buy tickets or 

other sports products. However, since the sports are so important now in the society, the 

communication (Television, Newspapers, Magazines, Radio, Online) need to have a section 

of sports.  

There is numerous teams that even have their own television or radio channel where they can 

inform 24 hours a day during all the year about everything around the club. Also there is 

newspapers that are exclusively of sports where the biggest part is football but also many 

other sports. Furthermore, we found that some teams have their own magazines where they 

can freely write about what they want and sell it directly to the supporters. 

Overall we found during our research that a lot of people demand sports and therefore clubs 

do a big effort to communicate everything to their supporters with a big marketing cost. 

Let's now begin to compare the three teams selected for our analysis (Paris Saint Germain, 

Fútbol Club Barcelona and Borussia Dortmund). 
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 Television 

When analyzing the television advertisement we found a surprise and is that football 

teams don't really do a direct advertisement of the team. Instead it's their football players or in 

the case of BVB their coach that represents the team and its interests. 

According to Kotler and Armstong (1980) Advertising represents any paid form of 

nonpersonal presentation and promotion of ideas, goods or services by an identified sponsor.  

 

In this way there is a common point between this three teams that is that the advertisement is 

most part of the times with the main sponsors of the team or the players and not anything 

directly provided by the team. However, as Kitchen (1994) states "advertising are aiming to 

progress customers through the cognitive, affective and behavioral stages before they buy the 

products" so the teams do some promotional videos with all this concepts that are normally 

provided by the official website but also if the team have their own television channel like 

Barça they also put this promotional videos. Sometimes it is even possible to find this videos 

on local television channels. However the best way to see this videos is to check their official 

website or their official YouTube channel but we will analyze this methods afterwards when 

analyzing the social media. 

In some cases the sponsors can directly promote the team instead of its player like in the Nike 

advertisement "Your Team" they directly promote the team itself and not the players or coach. 

What draws attention is in the case of Borussia Dortmund that the coach is the most active 

promoter of the team, according to what we saw on the empirical data he is even called the 

Opel brand ambassador. We observe that Borussia Dortmund has a unique way of advertising 

with the use of the coach. 

Overall we can observe that this three teams use a lot of the advertisement in the television 

and in a similar way with the particularity of Borussia Dortmund and their coach and 

Barcelona with their own television channel. 

 Newspapers: 
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In the empirical data we found out that the newspaper, is not one of the most used way of 

promotion by the teams alone, there is a lot of sports newspapers that talk about the teams but 

normally they also talk about the rest of the teams of the country or the Europe ones. 

However, both, PSG and F.C. Barcelona have their own newspaper, at least PSG have their 

absolutely own newspapers (100% PSG), in the case of Barcelona is a little different, is not 

the club who own this newspapers but there is almost no news of other teams in this 

newspapers, they are very sensationalist. 

To own a newspaper gives a very big advantage over the rest of the teams, they can do all the 

promotion for the team and also the sensationalist newspapers can be used to brainwash some 

people and transform some news in order to have more supporters or more loyal supporters. 

According to our theory of Kitchen (1994) advertising are aiming to progress customers 

through the cognitive, affective and behavioral stages before they buy the products. Sports 

sensationalist newspaper use cognitive, affective and behavioral stimuli to affect you behavior 

toward the team and in a way buy.  

 Magazines: 

The magazines are always a good way of promoting the clubs, it's similar to a newspaper, 

it also allows the teams to brainwash their fans and transform some information in a better 

way for the team. 

In the case of the three teams that are being studied only F.C. Barcelona is having their own 

magazine "Revista Barça" that is a bi-monthly magazine that all club members and 

subscribers have received since it began in November 2002. 

Both, Borussia Dortmund and PSG are present in several sports magazines but they are never 

alone on the magazine so the advertisement is not so effective. However, in the case of 

Borussia Dortmund we observed that one of the most prestigious magazines in Germany 

made a special edition for them analyzing their success, this is a very effective advertisement 

too. 

As an overall F.C. Barcelona and Borussia Dortmund have more effective advertisement than 

PSG since Barcelona have their own magazine and Borussia Dortmund paper on one of the 

most prestigious magazines of Germany with a long historical background. 
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 Radio: 

Finally we see a common point in all this teams, all of them possess their own radio 

channel where their supporters can enjoy live commentary of all games is available. It is a 

great way to follow all the action as it happens in all of their matches whether they be pre-

season friendly matches, Copa Del Rey, the league or the Champions League. 

Furthermore, they are not only present in their own radios but also in a lot more whether they 

are sports channels or national ones. 

Since it's a common point in all the teams being analyzed and are successful we can consider 

that the advertisement on the radio is very important for the clubs. 

 Apps: 

The apps are maybe not the most important way to do your advertisement but we can see 

that all the teams have their own apps with different features and characteristics. However, 

Borussia Dortmund and PSG have only an official one. F.C. Barcelona has a lot of different 

official apps in which you can find games, news, and features for your phone and much more. 

 Social networks: 

The social media seems to play a very important role nowadays, the teams pay a lot of 

attention on this social media with what they can target a much bigger target. 

The three teams are successful on the social media having accounts on all of them (Facebook, 

Instagram, Twitter, Google plus and YouTube). 

In this aspect Barcelona seems to be more successful than the others having for example a 

total of 83 million followers on Facebook versus the 19 million of PSG and 12 million of 

BVB. 

We observed that the most used social media or at least the one that have more followers in 

all the teams with a big difference is Facebook maybe because of their 1.44 billion monthly 

active users.  

However, twitter is also very used by the teams and have a lot of followers being the second 

after Facebook for all of them. Furthermore, Barcelona do here something that PSG or BVB 
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don't and is the several Twitter official accounts that put the information in many different 

languages (Spanish, Catalan, Arabic, Japanese, Portuguese, French and Indonesian). 

To sum up, social media is a very important tool for advertisement and it is the most followed 

way to know everything about the teams around the world. Among the teams analyzed 

Barcelona is the team that put more efforts for their fans to inform them. 

 

 

 

5.3 Public Relations  

Public Relations bring together all the technical and actions to manage the reputation 

and image of a company or brand to its audiences (McDonough & Egolf, 2003). Their 

vocation is displayed to build trust. 

Public relations are extremely important for communicating a club since it allows a club to 

manage its reputation and image among different audiences. Duncan (2002) states therefore 

that public relations has more credibility than advertising, but less control over the media.  

And if we focus on public relations of the various clubs we can notice different things. 

Barça and Dortmund have both a museum open to the public to trace the history and 

highlights of the club. This allows the club to communicate and promote the best moments of 

the club, the players and their victories.  

The museum is very important because it allows to the club to gild the image of a club. 

Regarding the club of Paris Saint Germain, it does not yet have museums like most major 

European clubs but from the news, it is planned. Moreover, regarding to the Barça, there are 

permanent exhibits but there are also temporary exhibitions which allows the club to stay in 

the news and therefore provide ever to attract viewers.  

And this is a winning strategy for Barça museum because it was the most visited in 2013! 

Regarding transformed BVB 09, it is also highly visited and, the museum is also offering 

interactive karaoke and a relaxing space to play football. To continue, Dortmund, Barça and 
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PSG offers a tour of the stadium to complete the museum which allows the audience to feel 

even closer to the players.  

 

 Special Events 

The events are also very important in the life of a stage and in the communication of it. 

We can also see that the three clubs are very heavily involved. The Stade de France organizes 

football matches of course but also many concerts with stars recognized internationally and 

major events like big competition in other sports.  

 

Now, is also possible to apply for marriage mate. Regarding Barça and Dortmund, we can 

also see that they are very active stages because they offering public events to target a very 

large population, but also more intimate events to target a smaller population. Finally, they 

also want to target the business world by offering the rental of rooms for meetings. 

 Sponsorship 

F.C.Barcelona does a special effort on its public image sponsoring UNICEF a famous charity. 

Gwinner and Eaton (1999) tested the degree to which a sporting event’s image was 

transferred to a brand through an event sponsorship. Results indicated that those exposed to 

the sporting event were more likely to report similarity on brand-event personality factors 

than those in the control group who were not exposed to the event, thus sponsoring an event 

has value in itself as well as of itself through the function of image transfer. 

The communication is very important because absolutely every people are targeted. 

5.4 Sponsorship 

The sponsors also help to give scale to the club because thanks to their funding, the 

club can have new players from other horizons and attract more spectators. Sponsorship is so 

important in the sports that the researchers even found that they would not survive without 

financial support from business and industries (Jiffer and Roos, 1999). As sponsorship is like 

this nowadays on sports, the three different clubs have a lot of partner and recognized 

sponsors. But we can see that for Barça and PSG, Qatar remains a major actor of the two 
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clubs; Indeed, it has repurchased in 2011 the PSG club has also set a goal of making a great 

European training and a global brand. For this he does not hesitate to invest in very good 

players and in the renovation du Parc des Princes”. Concerning Barça, Qatar remains a major 

sponsor of the club having signed a contract worth € 150 million over five years. However, 

Barça would finish with Qatar. Josep Maria Bartomeu, the club president 22 times champion 

of Spain, said "look for alternatives in Qatar" as shirt sponsor.  

The Catalan leader worried that the "social and political" position of the emirate should be 

considered before signing a new deal. The agreement between FC Barcelona in Doha expires 

in 2016. 

In conclusion, we can see that public relations have an extremely important role in the life of 

a stadium because it is essential for the survival of the latter. Indeed, the image returns of the 

stage plays a major role in the consumer's mind. 

5.5 Sales Promotion 

 

According to our theory "Sales promotion is one level or type of marketing aimed either at the 

consumer or at the distribution channel (in the form of sales-incentives). It is used to 

introduce new product, clear out inventories, attract traffic, and to lift sales temporarily." 

However, in our research we observed that this technique is used all the time and is not only 

as the previous definition state, the teams use this tool to just attract people all the time and 

not only for new product or clear inventories or lift sales temporarily. 

According to Johnson and Summers (2005) in sports marketing, marketers should evaluate 

what the objective and effect of sales promotions are on fans. According to the same author 

some infrequent spectators might attend due to the promotion and change than in the way that 

the event is enjoyable enough to return more frequently, it may have a side effect and it may 

send the signal to spectators that the event is not valuable enough to attend with the normal 

price.  

As for this the teams decided to divide the types of tickets depending on different age or 

characteristics of the people who want to buy the tickets or get the membership there is 

different categories with different prices. It can also depend on the place on the stadium that 

you want or also on the different services they offer. 
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There is two ways to buy the tickets to go to see the matches that are the membership which 

includes all the matches of the team when they play home and is a fix price and the other way 

is to buy tickets separately for the matches that you want, here the prices are not fix and are 

more expensive. 

There is at least two big categories for every team about the place and services available in the 

stadium, the standard one and the VIP one. However, the standard tickets there is a lot of 

different categories depending on the place inside the stadium some factors are the proximity 

to the field or the visibility but there is also the different perspectives. 

In the teams we analyzed we also see that there is another characteristic that changes the 

prices and is the age. Usually the teams put less price for children and the more young the 

children is, the less expensive are the tickets. 

There is also teams that are concerned about old people and also have a reduced price or even 

free entrance like Barcelona with their senior passport that allows you to go for free if you are 

more than 70 years old and have been a member at least 25 years. 

Furthermore, Borussia Dortmund put a lot of different sales promotion also taking into 

account health problems or disabilities depending on availability. They also offer a lot of sales 

promotions for away matches to keen fans whether they are on the official fan clubs or 

members. 

PSG, on the other way, pay a lot of attention to their sponsors leaving 10% of the stadium 

capacity to all the partners they have. 

Memberships also have a lot of different prices depending the same factors, however, they 

have the possibility to buy tickets for other people with less price than the rest. Another 

advantage is that with the membership you are already allowed to go to all the home matches 

no matter against which team they play and this way is much less expensive than buying one 

by one the tickets for each match. 

In general, prices for the membership on Borussia Dortmund are bigger than in Barcelona, 

however, prices for tickets are less expensive. We don't have enough information to compare 

also with PSG. 
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To sum up, sales promotion is a marketing tool that is used heavily by the "successful" clubs 

analyzed in order to attract more people to the stadium. There is different prices depending on 

different factors such us age, disabilities, services or location. 

 5.6 Direct Marketing 

 

 “Direct marketing is a data driven interactive process of directly communicating with 

targeted customers or prospects using any medium to obtain a measurable response or 

transaction via one or multiple channels.” Scovotti et al. (2006, p. 199). 

 

We can see that the three clubs use direct marketing by offering different products in order to 

target the entire population (women, men, children) They purpose of course official football 

shirts but also toys for kids, home accessories, swimwear…. These products are important to 

communication because it allows fans to get a little bit closer of the players. Actually, it is not 

only buy a club object but also join a club, their values… Moreover, more and more clubs 

offer customized products in order that the spectators feel integrated into the club.  Finally, 

the different clubs offer constantly new products to attract spectators. 

 

 5.7 Personal Selling 

 

According to Persson (1999) salesmanship can be defined as the art of successfully 

persuading customers or prospects to buy products from which they can derive suitable 

benefits. Kotler et al., (2005) underline that personal selling is an important part of the 

promotion mix, since it can help to gather information from customers and their problems and 

thereby adjusting the marketing offer and terms of sale increases the chance to purchase. 

The only personal selling they do is when the fans are already asking in the ticket office and 

the personnel give advice to what kind of ticket can be better for the fan. Otherwise the fans 

can also do any kind of consult by phone as part of personal selling too. 

With the data gathered it can be observed that the teams are not actually paying so much 

attention to the personal selling even though as Kotler et al., discussed for the promotion mix. 

Teams are not gathering the information from the customers about what they think of the 
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quality or prices of the seats in the stadium and thus they are not taking the chance to improve 

them in the way customers would want and increase the sales. 
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6. Conclusion 

 

6.1 General Conclusions 

 

The purpose of this study was to analyze the communication strategies used by the 

Europeans football teams –French, Spanish and German- to attract fans to their stadiums. This 

was necessary in order to fill the gap in the theoretical discussion since we have no account of 

existing knowledge in this field. In this way the research question was: What is the 

communication strategy used by European teams to attract supporters to the stadium? In order 

to answer this research question the authors described the most common communication 

strategies. After the authors relate this communication strategies to sports marketing more 

specifically to football clubs in Europe. The communication strategies found in the research 

were: Advertisement, Public Relations, Sponsorships, Sales Promotion, Direct Marketing and 

Personal Selling. The authors analyze one by one all this communication strategies using a 

multiple case study with successful teams of each of the countries named in the purpose in 

order to answer the research question. 

Conclusions have been developed from the analysis to show which and how the 

football teams use communication strategies. 

According to our analysis and our findings in the empirical data advertisement is the 

most important or at least the one that this three successful clubs use the most so the biggest 

information we have in our empirical data is about it. You can observe that the teams use a lot 
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of different tools of advertisement such us Television, Newspapers, Magazines, Radio, Apps 

and Social Networks. Teams do a very big effort on the advertisement to promote themselves, 

however not all the ways of advertisement have the same importance. 

According to what we saw in the empirical data and analysis afterwards the most 

important advertisement tool is the social networks because the biggest amounts of people of 

all around the world and not only national  is gathered in this way to follow all around the 

teams they like. The advantage of the social networks is that are used all around the world and 

the target audience increase exponentially meaning that is the best way to reach all the people 

that like the team and cannot follow them by another traditional way and , moreover is a free 

access to everyone that has internet connection. 

According to what we have analyzed and found in this thesis the Public relations is 

also important for communicating a club since it allows a club to manage its reputation and 

image among different audiences. In the analysis it can be observed that this teams have or 

plan to have a museum where they can communicate and promote the best moments of the 

club, the players and their victories, it allows to the club to gild the image of a club.  

The teams also have a lot of different events that are not only targeted to football fans 

and thus, it can improve the image of the team and make people more interested. Regarding 

the sponsorships we have one team that actually promoting themselves throw the famous 

charity UNICEF, it's not an important communication strategy and is not used so much. 

According to our findings sponsorships have an important role. With the help of 

sponsors there is a lot of advertisement about the team and at the same time the sponsors give 

a big investment to the teams to be promoted by them, this is perfect for the teams. 

About the sales promotion marketing tool is heavily used by the "successful" clubs 

analyzed in order to attract more people to the stadium. There is different prices depending on 

different factors such us age, disabilities, services or location which allow the teams to target 

a lot of people that have different situations and can pay more or less. 

However, direct marketing and personal selling are not considered to be important 

tools in the success of the clubs and thus there is not a lot of information about them in the 

teams’ websites. Anyway, even if this teams are not using this tools so much, other teams can 

take the chance and have more success than this one's making the difference. 
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To sum up, the most important communication tools used by the teams analyzed are 

advertisement more precisely social networks and the sales promotion that can adjust the 

prices to be affordable to everyone. As stated in the delimitations we are not including in our 

study how the players or the performance of the teams influence the fans to come to the 

stadium even though it could be interesting for further studies. 

 

 

 

 

6.2 Limitations 

 

A limitation of the study is due to the weak external validity. This is due to the limited 

number of clubs used in this case study. By only having one club of each country, the ability 

to generalize the findings across all companies is limited. The information found is limited to 

the official websites of the teams analyzed and some issues were found in the information 

found in English making us translate directly from German. The communication tools used in 

the analysis are not all the existing tools so maybe some important ones are not being 

analyzed. Furthermore, we are not analyzing how the players or the performance of the teams 

influence in the fans to come to the stadium and watch the matches. 

 

6.3 Implications 

We can notice that what makes the force majeure of a team is clearly its advertising because it 

helps to attract the consumer.  

Thus, the sponsorship is very important because thanks to them, they can fund the 

development of advertising and attract more spectators.  

Finally, we live in the digital age and it is a phenomenon which is very important, it is 

therefore important to communicate through social networks to keep consumers alert and give 
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it always want to attend game. It takes the viewer has urge to move; stage must offer an 

exceptional show. 

 

6.4 Future Research 

The stadium of tomorrow will be a 2.0 experience which is supposed to be a connected, social 

and interactive. Eight of the twenty fifth most watched places in the world on Facebook are 

sports arenas. Television is also a barrier to attendance at football stadiums, that’s why it is 

necessary that the stadiums provide an absolute advantage to spectators.  

 

 

The organizers of major events should reflect about which services they have to offer and how 

to optimize monetization in a stadium. In addition, the stadium must be a connected place 

because digital has the potential to enrich the experience; should avoid network failure and 

develop a supply of skilled services that is to say, develop applications. It should also meet 

the growing demand for enriched experiences that is to say have the opportunity to interact 

with other viewers, approach the players know what the coaches think, get information and 

statistics on the game... 

Thus, it should be necessary to rethink the entire device while incorporating her digital 

dimension to enrich and deepen the overall experience. Finally, it should also offer quality 

services by developing applications such as stadium map, the map of different sandwiches or 

the catalog of available products in store…  
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7. ANNEX 

 

Graphic 1 « L’affluence s’érode », Le figaro (2013) 
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Graphic 2 »Valor de mercardo y asistencia », Worldfootball (2012) 
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Graphic 3, « Direct marketing » 
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